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Wavelet packet division mul t ip lex ing ( W P D M ) is a high-capacity, flexible and 
robust orthogonal mul t ip lex ing scheme in which wavelet packet basis funct ions 
are chosen as the coding waveforms. The orthogonal i ty properties of the wavelet 
packets allow the transmission waveforms to be overlapped in bo th t ime and 
frequency domains. This increases the channel capacity as compared w i t h the 
commonly used t ime division mul t ip lex ing ( T D M ) and frequency div is ion mul -
t ip lex ing ( F D M ) schemes, while only a simple correlator receiver is required to 
separate the overlapping message signals. W P D M also provides added robust-
ness against many adverse channel environments and offers enhanced commu-
nicat ion security. 
One major implementat ion concern of the W P D M scheme is tha t i ts infor-
mat ion is coded and embedded in the ampl i tude of the waveform. The trans-
m i t ted signals do not have a constant envelope and are thus highly vulnerable 
to envelope variations caused by the hardware. This is a v i ta l concern because 
mult i-user communicat ion systems such as satellites or portable t ransmit ters, 
employ nonlinear high power amplifiers (HPA). I n order to mainta in an accept-
able ampl i tude distor t ion performance, we may have to l im i t the transmission 
iv 
power to avoid operat ing the amplif iers near their nonlinear saturat ion regions. 
I f an a t tempt is made to restore the constant envelope characterist ic by passing 
the message signals through a hard l imi ter , the or thogonal i ty of the wavelet 
packets may be destroyed, result ing in potent ia l ly unacceptable performance. 
I n th is thesis, performance analysis of the W P D M scheme in the presence 
of ampli f ier nonlinearit ies is presented. A compensation technique is proposed 
for m i t iga t ion of the nonlinear distort ions caused by the HPA. W i t h the use of 
Vol ter ra series, the mathemat ica l model of the nonlinear channel due to non-
linear HPA for W P D M is f irst derived. Character izat ion of the effects of am-
plif ier nonlinearit ies over W P D M signal is performed for quadrature ampl i tude 
modu la t ion ( Q A M ) signal constellation. A n expression for the symbol error 
probabi l i ty in the presence of whi te Gaussian noise and ampli f ier nonl ineari t ies 
is then derived for performance evaluation, in contrast to the more cumbersome 
Monte Carlo simulations. Da ta predistort ion using the p-order inverse, based 
on the Vol terra series, is proposed to combat the nonlinearit ies. The struc-
ture and complexi ty of the inverse are discussed. A 5th-order Vol ter ra inverse 
w i t h t runcated memory length is designed based on the derived channel model. 
Computer simulations are presented which show the abi l i ty and robustness of 
the proposed technique in compensating the amplif ier nonlinearit ies, even under 
system parameter inaccuracy. 
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摘要 
分 小 波 包 多 工 是 一 種 高 容 量 、 富 彈 性 及 魯 棒 的 直 角 正 交 多 工 模 式 ， 它 利 用 了 小 
波 包 基 礎 函 數 作 爲 其 編 碼 的 波 形 。 由 於 小 波 包 擁 有 直 角 正 交 的 特 性 ， 傳 輸 的 波 
形 可 同 時 重 疊 於 時 域 及 頻 域 中 ， 與 常 用 的 分 時 多 工 及 分 頻 多 工 相 比 ， 這 大 大 增 
加 了 分 小 波 包 多 工 的 通 道 容 量 ； 亦 因 此 一 個 簡 單 的 相 關 接 收 器 已 能 把 重 疊 的 信 
號 分 開 0 分 小 波 包 多 工 在 一 些 不 利 的 通 道 環 境 之 下 更 能 提 供 額 外 的 魯 棒 性 和 通 
訊 保 安 ° 
分 小 波 包 多 工 模 式 的 信 息 是 以 波 形 的 振 幅 來 表 達 ， 傳 輸 信 號 因 此 容 易 受 到 
硬 體 的 包 絡 變 化 所 影 響 。 由 於 一 些 多 用 戶 通 訊 系 統 如 衛 星 及 手 提 式 傳 輸 器 都 使 
用 非 線 性 的 高 功 率 放 大 器 ， 爲 了 保 持 可 接 受 的 振 幅 失 真 性 能 ’ 我 們 便 要 限 制 傳 
輸 的 功 率 以 避 免 放 大 器 操 作 於 非 線 性 的 飽 和 區 。 如 爲 了 保 持 不 變 包 絡 的 特 性 而 
把 信 號 通 過 一 硬 限 幅 器 ， 小 波 包 的 直 角 正 交 特 性 便 會 被 破 壞 而 導 致 振 幅 嚴 重 失 
真 ， 這 是 實 施 分 小 波 包 多 工 的 一 個 重 要 考 慮 因 素 ° 
這 篇 論 文 分 析 了 分 小 波 包 多 工 模 式 在 放 大 器 之 非 線 性 影 響 下 的 性 能 ， 更 會 
提 出 一 補 償 技 術 以 減 少 高 功 率 放 大 器 的 非 線 性 失 真 。 我 們 首 先 利 用 V o l t e r r a 
序 列 求 出 小 波 包 多 工 模 式 在 非 線 性 高 功 率 放 大 器 下 的 通 道 模 型 ， 然 後 硏 究 非 線 
性 放 大 器 對 利 用 了 正 交 振 幅 調 變 的 小 波 包 多 工 信 號 所 產 生 的 影 響 。 相 對 於 繁 瑣 
饱Monte 模 擬 技 巧 ， 我 們 求 出 在 相 加 白 高 斯 噪 音 及 非 線 性 放 大 器 影 響 下 
的 符 號 錯 誤 或 然 率 ， 以 用 作 性 能 評 估 ° 我 們 利 用 一 基 於 V o l terra序列的p位 
元 倒 數 的 數 據 預 失 真 技 術 ， 設 計 了 一 個 截 短 了 記 憶 長 度 的 五 位 元 V o l terra倒 
數 以 對 抗 非 線 性 影 響 及 展 示 其 結 構 和 複 雜 性 ° 最 後 ， 我 們 展 示 了 一 些 電 腦 模 擬 
結 果 以 證 明 所 建 議 的 非 線 性 放 大 器 補 償 技 術 的 能 力 及 魯 棒 性 。 
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1.1 Multi-carrier Communication Systems 
Mul t i - ca r r i e r modu la t i on ( M C M ) has received signif icant a t ten t ion for commu-
nicat ions over channels w i t h severe in tersymbol interference ( ISI) . The idea is 
t o d iv ide the available channel b a n d w i d t h in to a number of subchannels and 
al locate each subchannel to a specific user by modu la t i ng the appropr ia te car-
r ier. The modu la ted signals are then added together before t ransmission over 
a common channel. A t the receiver, demodu la t ion is accomplished by pass-
ing the received signal th rough a paral le l bank of filters centered around the 
carr ier frequencies. The reasons for the interest in M C M depend upon the 
t ransmiss ion med ium, and have also changed over the years as signal processing 
techniques (ma in ly d ig i ta l ) have improved, bu t there are ma in l y three impor -
t an t advantages. F i rs t ly , a M C M signal can be processed i n a receiver w i t h o u t 
the enhancement (by as much as 8dB in some media) of noise or interference 
t h a t is caused by l inear equal izat ion of a single-carrier signal. Secondly, the long 
symbo l t ime used i n M C M produces a much greater i m m u n i t y to impulse noise 
and m u l t i p a t h fading. I n addi t ion, M C M provides the f lex ib i l i t y i n a l locat ion of 
users to dif ferent parts of the available channel spectrum, assuming the channel 
characterist ics are known a priori. 
Commerc ia l mul t i -car r ier systems date back to the late 50's [1]. Recently, 
mul t i -car r ie r modu la t i on systems called or thogonal frequency d iv is ion mu l t i -
1 
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plex ing ( O F D M ) or discrete mul t i tone ( D M T ) have been proposed for asymmet-
ric d ig i ta l subscriber lines (ADSL) , h igh-b i t - rate d ig i ta l subscriber lines (HDSL) , 
d ig i ta l audio broadcasting ( D A B ) and d ig i ta l video broadcasting - terrestr ia l 
( D V B - T ) appl icat ions [2 ] - [5 ] . I n these systems, modu la t ion is implemented 
d ig i ta l l y v ia inverse discrete Fourier t ransform ( I D F T ) . Demodu la t ion is ac-
complished by tak ing the discrete Fourier t ransform ( D F T ) . Obviously, these 
systems enjoy the advantage of fast implementat ion using efficient fast Fourier 
t ransform ( F F T ) techniques. I n addi t ion, due to the or thogonal i ty of the trans-
form, interchannel interference can be negl igibly smal l under m i l d channel dis-
to r t ion . However, DFT-based systems are rather sensitive to nar rowband in-
terference due to the significant spectral overlap between subchannels (the f i rst 
sidelobe is only 13dB below the main lobe due to rectangular w indowing) . As 
a consequence, a cyclic prefix [6], [7] is inserted at the beginning of each data 
block, leading to inefficient use of channel bandwidth . I t has been repor ted in 
the l i terature tha t as a consequence of this lack of spectral containment, system 
performance degrades severely on channels w i t h ISI [7], even w i t h equalizat ion. 
“ r ~ 1. , , , . fc. Add cyclic 
, ‘ Serial-to- ^ Multicarner , ^ . . Input „ , 」， " prefix, and D/A Output 
parallel »> modulator 厂 , , , 
data , rr : ” r^trr、 ： parallel-to- converter buffer • ^ (inverse DFT) • ^ ^ . , ^ serial convert 
~ ~ ~ Remove 
Parallel- ^ _ , . cyclic „ ^ Multicarner . , Output to- ~ ^ 」 J ’ . prefix and A/D 
• * ~ Detector demodulator • * ~ ~ ' 
bits serial ^ _ (DFT) . serial-to- converter 
converter ： • parallel 
M ~ ~ convert 
Figure 1.1: DFT-based mult i -carr ier communicat ion system 
Figure 1.1 shows a block diagram of a DFT-based mult i -carr ier communicat ion 
system. I n the t ransmit ter , the serial-to-parallel buffer converts the serial i npu t 
data into several lower rate sequences of data symbols. The blocks of data sym-
bols are modulated into different subcarriers w i t h an I D F T and then converted 
to a single data sequence, which passes through a digi tal- to-analog ( D / A ) con-
verter for transmission. As mentioned above, cyclic prefix is appended to each 
2 
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data b lock to avoid IS I wh ich occurs in m u l t i p a t h channels. For the receiver, 
i n fo rma t i on is demodulated by comput ing the D F T of the received signal af ter 
i t has been passed th rough an analog- to-d ig i ta l ( A / D ) converter. 
One fami l y of funct ions tha t also possesses the desired o r thogona l i t y and 
spectral efficiency is wavelets [8], [9]. Several researchers have realized the poten-
t i a l of app ly ing wavelets in mul t i -car r ier communicat ions [10] —[18]. Recently, 
the discrete wavelet mu l t i t one ( D W M T ) technique has been proposed for very 
high-speed d ig i ta l subscriber lines (VDSL) s tandard izat ion [16]. The modu la -
t i on and demodula t ion of wavelet-based mul t i -car r ier communica t ion systems 
are accomplished by using perfect reconstruct ion synthesis/analysis f i l ter banks 
13], wh ich provide an efficient u t i l i za t ion of the available channel b a n d w i d t h 
by exp lo i t ing the f lex ib i l i ty of wavelet packets. Th is flexibility can be u t i l i zed in 
a l locat ing energy, hence b i t rate, according to the water- f i l l ing theorem [6] so as 
to approach m a x i m u m channel capacity. The ma in advantage of wavelet-based 
over DFT-based mul t i -carr ier system is tha t , due to bet ter spectral shaping of 
the overall signal, the guard bands between different channels can be reduced 
whi le ma in ta in ing the adjacent channel interference at a low level w i t h o u t any 
add i t iona l f i l ter ing [16 . 
一 ） H H Mn) — -
I c ⑷ H±>-{ 
i,W-l(n) / \ «A/-l(n>pN i,V/-l(n) 
——Kt^^ (n) ^ /»M->(n) ^ 
Figure 1.2: Wavelet-based mul t i -carr ier communicat ion system 
The basic structure of a wavelet-based mul t i -carr ier communicat ion system is 
depicted in Figure 1.2. In the t ransmi t ter configured as a synthesis filter bank, 
a set of M frequency-selective orthogonal functions { g ^ [ n ] } is used for mod-
ulat ion. The subsymbols {.To[n], Xi [n] , • • • , X M - i [ n ] } are formed by grouping 
3 
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blocks of an incoming b i t stream via certain constel lat ion schemes like quadra-
ture ampl i tude modu la t ion ( Q A M ) or pulse ampl i tude modu la t ion ( P A M ) . As 
previously mentioned, demodulat ion is achieved using an analysis f i l ter bank. 
Readers interested in this k ind of perfect reconstruct ion synthesis/analysis f i l ter 
banks are referred to [9], [13 . 
The major drawback of the mult i -carr ier modu la t ion scheme is i ts large sig-
nal dynamic range arising f rom the many subcarriers having random ampl i tude 
and phase, tha t are summed in the modulator . The large peak-to-mean envelope 
power rat io of the mult i -carr ier modulated signal makes i t h ighly susceptible to 
envelope variat ions caused by the hardware. In order to ma in ta in an acceptable 
ampl i tude d is tor t ion performance in the presence of nonlinear amplif iers, i t is 
necessary to l im i t the transmission power to avoid operat ing the amplif iers near 
their nonlinear saturat ion regions, leading to a lower power efficiency. Th is is a 
v i t a l concern because mult i -carr ier communicat ion systems such as satel l i te or 
portable transmit ters, usually employ nonlinear high power amplif iers (HPA) , 
where a premium is put on power efficiency. 
1.2 Objective of the Thesis 
Al though there are a number of l i terature concerning the performance analy-
sis and compensation of amplif ier nonlinearit ies in mult i -carr ier communicat ion 
systems, they focused main ly on DFT-based O F D M system [19]- [30] . For 
wavelet-based mult i -carr ier modulat ion schemes, there exist only a few publica-
t ions addressing this problem [31] —[33]. Moreover, performance analysis made 
in [31], [32] are most ly simulation-based and only a pre l iminary analyt ical t reat-
ment is available [33 . 
The main objective of this thesis is to present an analyt ical framework for 
the analysis and mi t igat ion of the effects of amplif ier nonlinearit ies in wavelet-
based mult i -carr ier communicat ion systems. In this thesis, we examine the 
wavelet packet division mul t ip lex ing ( W P D M ) scheme proposed in [18]. Our 
study is focused on the use of Volterra series in model ing the nonlinear channel 
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because this approach offers two main advantages. F i rs t ly , i t provides ident i f i -
cat ion of the higher order nonlinear terms for comput ing their con t r ibu t ion to 
in te rmodu la t ion distor t ion. Secondly, knowledge of the Vol ter ra kernels of the 
channel model faci l i tates the design of nonlinear compensators. I n our analy-
sis, we l i m i t our invest igat ion to the use of the t ravel ing wave tube ampl i f ier 
( T W T A ) model. I t is because T W T A model includes al l the essential charac-
terist ics of a general nonlinear HPA model. Using Vol ter ra series, we a t tempt 
to analyze the impairments of the ampli f ier nonl inearit ies on W P D M and to 
design a compensator for c i rcumvent ing the nonlinear distor t ions caused by the 
HPA. 
1.3 Thesis Outline 
I n Chapter 2，multi-carrier communicat ion using W P D M is introduced. For bet-
ter understanding of the W P D M , the basic concepts of wavelets, wavelet packets 
and mul t i resolut ion analysis ( M R A ) are f irst reviewed. Two implementat ions 
of the W P D M are discussed and an example is given to i l lustrate the spectral 
efficiency of the W P D M scheme. For the analysis of ampli f ier nonl ineari t ies on 
W P D M , basic fundamentals of model ing nonlinear systems, w i t h and w i t hou t 
memory, are first explained in Chapter 3. For memoryless nonlinearit ies, bo th 
baseband and bandpass models are defined. Two types of nonl ineari ty, namely 
ampl i tude nonl inear i ty and phase nonlinearity, are discussed. Vol ter ra series for 
model ing nonlinearit ies w i t h memory is introduced. Furthermore, two common 
nonlinear h igh power amplif ier (HPA) models are also described. 
In Chapter 4, analysis of amplif ier nonlinearit ies on W P D M is performed. 
Channel models for bo th single-carrier and mult i -carr ier W P D M are derived, 
using Vol terra series as described in Chapter 3. W i t h the derived models, non-
linear distort ions of the HPA are characterized. Probabi l i ty of symbol error for 
performance evaluation is presented. Fol lowing the analysis, compensations for 
m i t iga t ing the amplif ier nonlinearit ies are discussed in Chapter 5. Based on 
the Vol terra channel models derived in Chapter 4, pth-order Vol terra inverse 
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for data predistor t ion is introduced. Structure and computat iona l complex i ty 
of the inverse are discussed. The appl icabi l i ty of a 5th-order Vol ter ra inverse 
w i t h t runcated memory length in compensating the nonlinear distort ions is 
demonstrated. Tests on the robustness of the inverse are performed. Final ly , 
concluding remarks and further research topics are given in Chapter 6. 
6 
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Wavelet Packet Division 
Multiplexing ( W P D M ) 
Wavelet packet division mul t ip lex ing ( W P D M ) [18] is a mul t ip le signal trans-
mission technique in which the message signals are waveform coded onto the 
wavelet packet basis functions for transmission. The overlapping nature of such 
waveforms in t ime and frequency provides a capacity improvement over the 
commonly used frequency division mul t ip lex ing ( F D M ) and t ime divis ion mul-
t ip lex ing ( T D M ) schemes [18], whi le the orthogonal i ty properties of the wavelet 
packets ensure tha t the overlapping message signals can be separated by a simple 
correlator receiver. W P D M also provides added robustness to certain adverse 
channel environments and enhances communicat ion security [18], [34] —[36 . 
I n Section 2.1, the basic concepts of wavelets, wavelet packets and mult ires-
o lu t ion analysis ( M R A ) are first reviewed. The appl icat ion of wavelet packets 
in orthogonal mul t ip lexing, namely the W P D M , is then introduced in Section 
2.2. The capacity improvement of the W P D M , and its simple implementat ion 
are also discussed. Final ly, a summary is given in Section 2.3. 
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2.1 Wavelets, Wavelet Packets and Multi-
resolution Analysis (MRA) 
I n th is section, the basic concepts of wavelets, wavelets packet and mul t i res-
o lu t i on analysis are br ief ly recalled. The detai ls of wh ich can be found i n a 
number of l i te ra ture [8], [9], [37] - [40] . A mu l t i reso lu t ion analysis ( M R A ) [8], 
39] consists of a col lect ion of closed subspaces^ 
• • . C 1/21 c Vii C Vol c y-11 • • • (2.1) 
i n the space of finite energy signals £ 2 (尺 )w i t h some par t icu lar propert ies. Each 
subspace Vn has an o r thonorma l basis { ( fc(力—riTi ) }nez generated by t ransla-
t ions of a single funct ion, where Z represents the set of integers. Moreover, 
the basis funct ions for dif ferent subspaces can be obta ined f r om each other by 
dyadic d i la t ion, t ha t is, 
二 r”、oi(2-h~) (2.2) 
and T/ 二 2'To. Since Vn C V；一i，i, we can thus wr i te 小nif) as a l inear combina-
t i on of the o r thonorma l basis funct ions of t ha t is, 
( k i i f ) = ^ {t - nTi^i) (2.3) 
n 
where 
h[n] = ((l)i-i,i{t - nTi_i),Mt)) (2-4) 
and〈.，.〉denotes the C2 inner product . A cursory examinat ion of (2.2) and 
(2.3) reveals the close re lat ion between h[n] and (pnit)^ t ha t is, 
= (2.5) 
n 
Indeed, in order for the set of funct ions { ( l ) i i { t - n T i ) } n ^ z to f o rm an o r thonorma l 
basis for the space Vn, h[n\ must satisfy the o r thonormal i t y constraint 
y^ h[n]h[n — 2m] = 6[m] (2.6) 
n 
1 While the double subscript notation may seem redundant at this point, it simplifies the 
extension to wavelet packets. 
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and some m i l d technical condi t ions [8], inc lud ing E n ( — 1 广叶几]=()，where S[m 
is the Kronecker del ta defined as 
( 
1， m = 0 
6[m] - (2.7) 
0, otherwise 
Given such a sequence h[n], we can find a sequence g[n] sat is fy ing 
h[n]g[n — 2m]=列 m] (2.8) 
n 
such t ha t the func t ion 
= (2.9) 
n 
forms an o r thonorma l basis for the or thogonal complement of Vn i n 
denoted by Vb. The sequence g[n] can be chosen as a reversed, modu la ted , and 
shi f ted version of / i [n], t ha t is, 
g[n] = ( - l ) " / i [ 2 / c + l - n ] (2.10) 
where k e Z. The resul t ing basis funct ions ( / ) “⑴ and (j)i2{t) are called the scaling 
function and wavelet at scale I, respectively. To in terpret (2.3) and (2.9) i n the 
fami l ia r frequency domain, we note tha t 如他 occupies only ha l f the b a n d w i d t h 
of (/)z_i，i⑷，due to thei r d i la t ion relat ion. Thus, (2.3) and (2.9) can be conceived 
as a lowpass (LP) and a highpass (HP) discrete-t ime f i l te r ing of the signal 
(f)i_i^i{t) to ob ta in ( f c ⑷ and (fc⑴，respectively. I f the sequences h[n] and g[n 
i n a par t icu lar M R A are finite, they can be realized as f in i te impulse response 
(F IR) f i l ters fo rming an or thonormal two-channel perfect reconstruct ion f i l ter 
bank [8], [39；. 
I n an analogous way to (2.3) and (2.9), we can recursively decompose the 
spaces Vim (/ > 0 , 1 < m < 2^) by par t i t i on ing the corresponding o r thonorma l 
bases {(pimit — n T / ) } ^ ^ ^ in the fo l lowing tree-structured manner: 
= h[n](/>im(t - nTi) (2.11) 
n 
(pi+i,2m{t) 二 f - nTi) (2.12) 
n 
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Here, the f i rst subscript denotes the "level" i n the tree s t ruc ture induced by the 
recursive decomposi t ion of Vqi, and the second subscript denotes the pos i t ion of 
a node i n a given level. We can grow or prune the tree i n any desired fashion, 
and the funct ions (t)im{t) at the "leaves" or terminals of a given tree s t ruc ture 
prov ide a set of "wavelet packet basis funct ions" or s imply a wavelet packet, 
as exempl i f ied i n F igure 2.1(a) . The corresponding subband s t ruc ture i n the 
frequency doma in is shown in F igure 2.1(b). Since is the or thogona l 
complement of V/+i^2m-i in Vim, we can wr i te the func t ion (j)im{t) as a l inear 
combina t ion of t rans lated versions of (/)z+i，2m—i ⑷ and (/>z+i’2m⑷ .Using (2.11) 
and (2.12), the coefficients of the l inear combinat ion can be shown to be re-
versed versions of the decomposi t ion sequences h[n] and g[n\ ( w i t h appropr ia te 
upsampl ing) [39], [40]. Cont inu ing th is process, we can reconstruct 如i(力）from 
the te rm ina l funct ions of an a rb i t ra ry t ree-structured decomposi t ion 
M t — nTo) - Yu - 爪、—叫 (2-13) 
leC,meMi k 
where C denotes the set of levels conta in ing the terminals of a given tree, Mi 
is the set of indices of the terminals at the Ith level, fim[n] is the equivalent 
sequence (f i l ter) bu i l t f r om the combinat ions o f / i [ n ] , g[n] and upsampl ing, wh ich 
lead f r om the (/, m ) t h te rm ina l to the root . T h a t is, 
chm ⑴ = 饥 輪 八 t-kTo) (2.14) 
k 
For a given tree structure, the funct ion (j)im{i) i n (2.14) w i l l be called the con-
stituted terminal functions of <^oi{t). Figures 2.2 and 2.3 show the const i tu ted 
te rm ina l funct ions (wavelet packets) generated by the Daubechies and Symlets 
f i l ters [8] of length 14, respectively at level 2 of a wavelet packet tree. 
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h[n] / \ p[n] h[n] / \ g[n: 
hi l( 0 2 2 \ * ^ 
/ \ / \ <hA 
h[n] / \ g[n] h[n] / \ g[n 




Figure 2.1: (a) Typical W P D M tree strut i i re. (b) Subband structure of the 
tree. 
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Figure 2.2: Wavelet packets computed w i t h the Daubechies f i l ter of length 14, 
at level 2 of a wavelet packet tree 
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Figure 2.3: Wavelet packets computed w i t h the Symlets f i l ter of length 14，at 
level 2 of a wavelet packet tree 
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2.2 Application of Wavelet Packets in Multiple 
Signal Transmission 
I n th is section, the app l ica t ion of wavelet packets to mu l t i p l e signal t ransmis-
sion, v iz the W P D M is int roduced. We consider a T D M system in wh ich there 
are K im independent message signals inter laced w i t h each other. I n between 
two consecutive symbols of the same message, there are K im — 1 other symbols: 
one f r om each of the other message signals. The combined sequence forms a 
composite sequence of symbols Gim[n]. The system seeks the representat ion of 
the symbols, for example "1" and " - 1 " , by (j)im{t) and - 0 / m W , respectively, so 
t ha t the waveform coded composite T D M sequence is given by 
Slm{t) 二 ^ImVA^lmif 一 ^ Ti). (2.15) 
n 
The op t ima l receiver for s—i i ) in the addi t ive wh i te Gaussian noise ( A W G N ) 
channel is the wel l -known correlator fol lowed by a sampler. I n pract ice, the 
scaling func t ion 4>oi (t) w i l l usual ly be chosen to have f in i te du ra t ion so t ha t the 
const i tuent te rm ina l funct ions (j^imif) are also of f in i te du ra t ion (and the f i l ters 
h[n] and g[n] are F I R f i l ters). Note, however, t ha t the du ra t ion of (kmif) is 
of ten larger than the symbol in terval of Ti. The or thogonal i ty p roper ty of the 
set - n T i ) } n ^ z ensures tha t such overlap w i l l not cause ( in tersymbol) 
interference. 
Since al l the const i tuent te rmina l funct ions in a given tree s t ructure are 
or thogonal to each other, we may employ al l of these funct ions to carry da ta 
f rom different T D M groups of users whi le ma in ta in ing the simple correlator 
s t ructure of the receiver. The conf igurat ion of th is mu l t ip le signal t ransmission 
system is shown in the left hal f of Figure 2.4(a), i n which the tree s t ructure has 
been chosen to have M terminals. A t the (l,m)th t e rm ina l (the mth node of 
the I t h level), the group of b inary messages { n ’ … ， j is t ime mul t ip lexed 
by a commuta tor , and the resul t ing data sequence aim [n] is waveform coded as 
in (2.15). Obviously, data sequences waveform coded by const i tuent t e rm ina l 
funct ions at different levels w i l l have different symbol durat ion, where sequence 
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at the same level have equal symbol dura t ion . A t the ou tpu t of the t r ansm i t t e r , 
we have a composi te signal given by 
Sc(t) = 爪(t - nTi) (2.16) 
leC,meMi n 
T h e recept ion of such a composite signal can be carr ied out using a bank of 
cor re la t ing receivers, as shown on the r ight ha l f of F igure 2.4(a). However, by 
subs t i t u t i ng (2.14) in to (2.16), i t can be seen t ha t 
Sc{t) = Y . Z fimmoiit - + k)To) 
leC.m^Mi n k 
二 ; ^ a o 雜 i ( t - 刚 (2.17) 
k 
where cjQi[k\ is the equivalent sequence at the root of the tree 
(jQi[k] 二 X I X ] fim{k - 2^n]aim[n] (2.18) 
leC,meMi n 
f r om which the or ig ina l message signals can be recovered using 
crimH 二 fimlk — 2^n]aoi[k] {2.19) 
k 
Equat ions (2.17) and (2.18) suggest an al ternat ive real izat ion of the W P D M 
system in which the bank of modulators in the t ransmi t te r is replaced by a 
mu l t i r a te f i l ter bank w i t h impulse responses f im[n] (or appropr ia te ly shi f ted 
versions thereof) , we w i l l cal l th is a wavelet packet reconstructor and a single 
modu la to r . The receiver can also be a l ternat ive ly realized, as suggested in 
(2.17) and (2.19), by a single correlator fol lowed by a bank of discrete-t ime 
mu l t i ra te f i l ters w i t h impulse responses fim[-n] t ha t are called a wavelet packet 
decomposer. Th is equivalent conf igurat ion of the system is shown in F igure 
2.4(b). 
We call the mul t ip le signal transmission and reception systems in F igure 
2.4(a) and (b) wavelet packet div is ion mul t ip lex ing ( W P D M ) . I t is noted tha t 
the t ransmi t ted signals in bo th realizations are ident ical and, hence, so is the 
performance of the systems in the A W G N channel. I t is also noted tha t since the 
W P D M system t ransmits orthogonal waveforms to represent the data symbols, 
i ts performance in the A W G N channel is ident ical to any other t ransmission 
system tha t uses such waveforms. 
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Figure 2.4: Two equivalent transmission and reception systems for W P D M 
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We can view the W P D M system as a combined fo rm of T D M and F D M . 
I f each user in a W P D M system is assigned a consti tuent te rmina l func t ion 
(l)im{t) to carry the message data, then the W P D M system is reduced to a 
wavelet carrier (WC) F D M system. On the other hand, i f only (/)oi ⑷ is em-
ployed to carry the t ime-mul t ip lexed data f rom different users, then the W P D M 
system is reduced to a W C T D M system. I t should be emphasized tha t the 
W C F D M and W C T D M systems obtained by tak ing the extreme cases of 
W P D M are different f rom conventional F D M and T D M systems in the sense 
tha t a conventional F D M / T D M system does not have overlapping frequency 
bands/ t ime slots. However, in the special W C F D M / W C T D M systems, over-
lapping bands/slots are allowed. The signals f rom different users are separated 
by the or thogonal i ty of the waveforms. The allowance of overlapping frequency 
bands / t ime slots results in an increase in the number of users being able to 
share the same channel compared to F D M and T D M systems. This is shown 
as follows [18 . 
I t is well known that bo th F D M and T D M systems require the same trans-
mission bandwid th for a given number of users [6]. Thus, i t is sufficient to 
compare the required bandwidth of the W P D M system w i t h tha t of the F D M 
system. We consider a mult i-user communicat ion system in which there are 
user messages, each having a symbol durat ion of J] seconds. In an F D M system 
t ransmi t t ing such messages, the data of each message can be represented by 
rectangular pulses modula t ing a sinusoidal carrier. However, such representa-
t ion occupies a large bandwidth. In practice, pulse shaping is performed so tha t 
the spectrum is bandl imi ted w i th a "raised cosine rol l -of f ” spectral character-
istic. The bandwidth required for each message is thus (1 + a)/Ti Hz, where 
the rol l-off factor a is chosen between 0 and 1. In addit ion, to avoid the re-
quirement of very sharp cutoff characteristics in the channel fi lters that separate 
the message signals f rom each other, the F D M system needs a guard band of 
bandwid th Sg/Ti between the frequency bands of each pair of adjacent message 
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signals. Thus, the t o t a l b a n d w i d t h required by the F D M system is 
恢F 二 2 〖 ( 1 + : + 〜 )Hz (2.20) 
Now, consider the same users employ ing the W P D M system in wh ich 
each message modulates a f in i te du ra t ion const i tuent t e rm ina l f unc t i on f r o m 
the / t h level of the tree s t ructure as i l lus t ra ted i n F igure 2.4. A l t h o u g h the 
t o t a l b a n d w i d t h of the const i tuent t e rm ina l funct ions is theoret ica l ly in f in i te 
( the funct ions are of f in i te dura t ion) , we can define a 7-effect ive b a n d w i d t h of 
(/)oi ⑷ to be /5^/To such t ha t 
/27r/3^/To 厂 0 0 
= j / I 盃 ( 2 . 2 1 ) 
_ Jo 
where $01 ( ^ ) is the Fourier t rans form of ⑴ for 0 < 7 < 1. I t is customary to 
choose 7 二 0.99. O f course, the 7-effect ive bandw id th in (2.21) is also the t o t a l 
7-effect ive bandw id th of the const i tuent te rm ina l funct ions. For prac t ica l 
imp lementa t ion , we let alone the sharp cutof f channel f i l ters, we instead t r ansm i t 
the 2' const i tuent te rm ina l funct ions in double sideband (DSB) . The t o t a l 7-
effective bandw id th needed to t ransmi t the messages th rough a prac t ica l 
W P D M system is 
= 瓷 = 学 Hz (2.22) 
Hence, the ra t io of the t o ta l bandwid ths of the two systems is given by 
二 二 (2 23) 
‘ P y ^ 1 + a + 、 … 
There are many or thogonal scaling funct ions for which < 1, among them, the 
wel l -known funct ions generated by Daubechies f i l ters of length greater t han or 
equal to 6. I f we choose one for which the rat io rj < 1, we obta in a bandw id th 
reduct ion over the F D M (or T D M ) system. Table 2.1 shows the values of 
for the Daubechies fi l ters of different lengths, as well as the values of the 
bandw id th ra t io rj for the representative values a = 0.5 and 6g = 0.2. I t can 
be observed f rom the table tha t i f a Daubechies f i l ter of length 14 is used, the 
W P D M system requires only 70% of the transmission bandw id th required by 
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the corresponding F D M system. The spectral energy characteristics of the two 
systems in the case of four users are i l lustrated in Figure 2.5. Figure 2.5(a) 
shows the characteristics of the four user messages in the F D M scheme, and 
Figure 2.5(b) shows the characteristics of the same four user messages in the 
W P D M scheme (using Daubechies fi lters of length 14) t ransmi t ted in DSB. 
The combined frequency characteristic is shown by the solid l ine and the 99% 
energy bandwid th is also indicated. I t should be noticed tha t the nature of 
the bandwid th saving discussed above is independent of the structure of the 
W P D M tree. I n our analysis of the W P D M scheme in later chapters, besides 
the fore-mentioned Daubechies fi lters, Symlets filters are also considered. Wh i l e 
the scaling functions and wavelets generated by the Symlets filters are more 
symmetr ic, they possess the same frequency characteristics as the Daubechies 
fi lters. 
N 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 
Pi 1.62 0.77 0.66 0.63 0.62 0.60 0.60 0.59 0.58 
r] 1.91 0.91 0.78 0.75 0.72 0.70 0.70 0.69 0.68 
Table 2.1: Values of and r] for scaling functions generated by Daubechies 
fi lters of length N w i t h a = 0 . 5 , 〜 = 0 . 2 and 7 二 0.99 
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Figure 2.5: Spectral energy characteristics of a four user system w i t h frequency 
normalized to the b i t rate I /T2 
2.3 Summary 
I n this chapter, we reviewed the basic concepts of wavelet, wavelet packets 
and mult i resolut ion analysis (MRA) . The appl icat ion of wavelet packets in or-
thogonal mult ip lexing, the wavelet packet division mul t ip lex ing ( W P D M ) has 
been introduced. In W P D M , wavelet packet basis functions are employed as 
coding waveforms because they provide self orthogonal i ty based on t ime trans-
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l a t ion and mu tua l or thogonal i ty based on occupancy of different or thogonal 
subspaces. Such orthogonali t ies allow the waveforms to be overlapped in b o t h 
t ime and frequency, thus e l iminat ing the need for guard bands or guard t imes, 
respectively in conventional F D M or T D M [18], thereby result ing in a substan-
t i a l increase in channel capacity. Moreover, i t has been shown tha t W P D M 
also provide robustness to certain adverse channel environments [18], [34] —[36 . 
Furthermore, the close relationships of the wavelet packets w i t h mu l t i ra te filter 
banks also provide par t icu lar ly simple t ransmi t ter and receiver structures [18 • 
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Nonlinear System Theories 
This chapter at tempts to introduce the essential background knowledge about 
nonlinear systems [41] —[43]. In general, a nonlinear system is a system which re-
lates the output signal and the input signal by a nonlinear relat ionship. Here we 
consider nonlinearit ies w i t h and w i thou t memory. In each case, bo th baseband 
and bandpass models w i l l be discussed. Nonlinear system theories described 
therein thus provide a basic framework for performance analysis in later chap-
ters. 
In Section 3.1, the mathemat ical models of memoryless nonlinearit ies are 
first defined, which include both baseband and bandpass models. Two types 
of nonl inear i ty are then introduced, namely ampl i tude nonl ineari ty ( A M / A M 
conversion) and phase nonl ineari ty ( A M / P M conversion). Fol lowing the char-
acteristics of memoryless nonlinearities, Volterra series for model ing nonlinear 
systems w i t h memory is then discussed in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, two 
common nonlinear high power amplif ier (HPA) models are described briefly. 
They are the travel ing wave tube amplif ier ( T W T A ) and the solid state power 
amplif ier (SSPA). Final ly, a summary is given in Section 3.4. 
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3.1 Characteristics of Memoryless Non-
linearities 
3.1.1 Memoryless Baseband Nonlinearities 
The mode l for a memoryless baseband non l inear i ty is characterized by a s imple 
func t iona l re lat ionship between i npu t and ou tpu t samples of the f o rm 
y ⑴ 二 作 ⑴ ] (3.1) 
Such a re lat ionship is used for most sol id state devices. Cer ta in nonl inear char-
acterist ics can be given in analy t ica l form. A n example of such a baseband 
non l inear i ty is the diode. The typ ica l characterist ic of a diode is given by 
/ 二 / “ e ^ v - l ) (3.2) 
Here, Is is the device parameter and A 二 qjkT, where q is the charge of an 
electron, k is the Bo l t zmann constant and T is the absolute temperature. 
I n various pract ica l appl icat ions, the nonl inear characterist ic is obta ined 
exper imenta l ly and an exact analy t ica l expression may not be easily obtained. 
I n model ing such system, the nonl inear characterist ic is usual ly expressed i n a 
func t iona l form. The most common technique is to expand the func t ion as i n 
(3.1) in to power series, tha t is, 
N 
= (3.3) 
n = 0 
Th is representation can be used in s imulat ion to ident i fy the con t r ibu t ion of 
the various terms to in te rmodu la t ion d is tor t ion. I n some communica t ion sys-
tem designs, predis tor t ion of the inpu t signal is used to l inearize the transfer 
characteristics of the nonlinear devices. The predis tor t ion is realized by prec-
ompensat ing one or more low order power terms of the nonl inear i ty (usual ly 3rd 
and 5th) . The power series expansion of the nonlinear transfer func t ion thus 
helps to determine the parameters of the predistort ion. 
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3.1.2 Memory less Bandpass Nonlinear it ies 
I n most commun ica t ion systems, nonl inear i t ies usual ly resul ted f r o m devices 
such as nonl inear ampl i f iers (HPA) and transducers. O f special interest is 
the bandpass H P A used i n modu la ted carr ier commun ica t ion systems. These 
devices are most l y modeled by a memoryless non l inear i ty t ha t exh ib i ts b o t h 
amp l i t ude non l inear i ty ( A M / A M conversion) and phase non l inear i ty ( A M / P M 
conversion). Typ i ca l A M / A M and A M / P M characterist ics of two common H P A 
models are described i n Section 3.3. I n representing memoryless bandpass non-
l inear i t ies, we usual ly assumed tha t the bandpass signals are na r rowband such 
t h a t the device transfer characterist ic is essentially frequency independent over 
the b a n d w i d t h of the signal. 
For a nar rowband signal x{t) w i t h a spect rum centered at /。，the o u t p u t of 
a nonl inear system w i t h a bandpass i npu t x(t) w i l l include spectral components 
centered around the frequencies ± n / o , n = 0,1, • . . . The assumpt ion t h a t the 
memoryless nonl inear system is bandpass l im i t ed impl ies t ha t only the spectra l 
components around ± / o are processed by the system. The ou tpu t of such a 
system is called the first-zone ou tpu t . Therefore, the ou tpu t of a memoryless 
bandpass nonl inear system can be thought of as being fol lowed by a zonal filter 
whose task is to stop al l the frequency components of the ou tpu t not close to 
the center frequency of the inpu t signal. 
Consider the baseband complex envelope representat ion [6] of a nar rowband 
signal x{t), t ha t is, 
xi{t) = r [ t ) e _ (3.4) 
where r{t) and 9{t) are the envelope and phase of x(t)，respectively. The complex 
envelope or the equivalent lowpass signal of the ou tpu t y{t) of a memoryless 
bandpass nonl inear i ty can be wr i t t en as 
？ 力 ⑴ ⑴ ] e 州 ⑴ + ( 叶 _ (3.5) 
where the funct ions A[-] and $[•] represent the A M / A M and A M / P M conver-
sions, respectively. I t should be noted that the equivalent lowpass ou tpu t of a 
bandpass nonl inear i ty is meaningful for the first-zone ou tpu t only. 
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I n mode l ing memoryless bandpass nonl inear i t ies, the nonl inear character ist ic 
is most f requent ly expanded in to power series, t ha t is, 
N 
y { t ) = F [ x { t ) ] ^ Y . a n X ^ { t ) (3.6) 
n二0 
Consider a bandpass i npu t signal x{t), w i t h spect rum centered at / • and equiv-
alent lowpass signal x i { t ) , t ha t is, 
x{t) = Re[:r“t产/0” 
= + (3.7) 
we get 
稍 = 去 ( 3 [ 调 n 你 r - v 坤 M / � * (3.8) 
/c—0 
where ( : ) is the b inomia l coefficient defined as 
( k ) 二 k!(n-k)! (3.9) 
As ment ioned earlier on, for memoryless bandpass nonl ineari t ies, on ly the f i rst-
zone ou tpu t is processed. Thus, f rom (3.8), i t can be noted t ha t only the terms 
w i t h 2k—n = ± 1 w i l l cont r ibute to the system ou tpu t . Th is shows, in par t i cu la r , 
t ha t on ly when n is odd can the ou tpu t of the zonal f i l ter be nonzero. Hence, 
the baseband complex envelope of the first-zone ou tpu t is 
队 ⑷ 二 础 E 力 广 （3.10) 
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3.2 Volterra Series for Nonlinearities with 
Memory 
3.2.1 Baseband Nonlinearities with Memory 
Vol ter ra series provides an inpu t -ou tpu t relat ionship for nonlinear t ime-
invar iant systems w i t h memory. This model ing approach is appealing owing 
to i ts generality and i ts clear relat ionship to a l inear system impulse response. 
A Vol ter ra series is a "Taylor series w i t h memory" described by 
oo 
n=0 
where the te rm of order n is described by an n- fo ld convolut ion 
POO poo 
yn{t) = / … h n ( j l , . . . _ Ti) . . . X(J； — Tn)d/n . . • dTn (3.12) 
J —oo J —oo 
The Vol terra series as described by (3.11) and (3.12) provides an input -
ou tpu t relat ionship for nonlinear t ime-invar iant continuous systems w i t h inpu t 
and ou tpu t denoted by x[t) and y〔t), respectively. The funct ion … , T k ) 
are called the Vol terra kernels of the system. The system is thus completely 
characterized by its Vol terra kernels. The zero order te rm ho accounts for the 
response to a dc input . The first order kernel is the impulse response of a l inear 
system. The higher order kernels can be regarded as higher order impulse 
responses tha t characterize the higher order nonlinearit ies of the system. 
As we have mentioned, the Vol terra series can be viewed as the Taylor series 
w i t h memory, and as such i t shares some of the disadvantages of the Taylor 
series. Those disadvantages include slow convergence and high computat ional 
complexi ty of higher order terms. 
The advantage in using the Vol terra series approach is the ident i f icat ion of 
the higher order nonlinear terms, thus enabling one to compute their contr ibu-
t ion to in termodulat ion distort ion. Another appl icat ion for Vol terra kernels is 
in the design of nonlinear compensators. 
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3.2.2 Bandpass Nonlinearities with Memory 
Consider a nar rowband nonl inear system w i t h memory. We wou ld l ike to de-
te rmine the f irst-zone ou tpu t for the system using Vo l te r ra series. The i npu t -
o u t p u t re lat ionship of the system is 
oo 
y{t) 二 T M � (3.13) 
n = l 
where the system is assumed to have no constant (dc) response. As i n the 
baseband case, the t e r m of order n is described by 
POO roo 
Vnit) = / . . . K i n , • • • ,rn)x{t - Ti) •"X{t- Tn)dTi • • • dTn (3.14) 
J —oo J —oo 
where the funct ions . . . ,丁几)are the Vo l te r ra kernels. 
I t can be shown tha t [43], for the first-zone ou tpu t , only the terms when n is 
odd need to be considered. I n addi t ion, i t can be shown tha t for terms w i t h an 
odd index n 二 2 m + l , there are integrands of the type x ( t - r ^ ) t h a t can 
cont r ibu te to the ou tpu t . The equivalent lowpass signal of the system o u t p u t 
can be expressed as 
oo 
？ / 办 仏 m + 1 ⑷ (3.15) 
m = 0 
where 
仏 rn+l ⑴ ^ ⑴ . . . 又 ⑴ ， 7 " 2 爪+1) 
m + 1 2 m + l 
• Y [ - ^r) OC t^ - Ts)dri • • 'dT2m+l (3.16) 
r = l s = m + 2 
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3.3 High Power Amplifier (HPA) Models 
I n th is section, two common nonl inear H P A models are in t roduced. They are 
1. t rave l ing wave tube ampl i f ier w i t h s t rong A M / P M conversion, and 
2. sol id state power ampl i f ier w i t h o u t A M / P M conversion. 
3.3.1 Traveling Wave Tube Amplifier (TWTA) 
For the t rave l ing wave tube ampl i f ier ( T W T A ) , according to the Saleh mode l 
'44], the A M / A M and A M / P M conversions A[r] and $ [ r ] are, respectively, 
糊 j = f ^ M (3.18) 
where Asat is the ampl i f ier i npu t satura t ion voltage. The m a x i m u m o u t p u t 
amp l i t ude is Ao = m a x ^ { ^ [ r ] } = Asat 1 1 
3.3.2 Solid State Power Amplifier (SSPA) 
For the sol id state power ampl i f ier (SSPA), according to the model proposed i n 
45], we have 
• ⑷ 丨 = [ l + ( 二 严 ， ( 3 , 
⑴ ]乂 0 (3.20) 
where Ao 二 vA^at is the m a x i m u m ou tpu t ampl i tude, v is the smal l signal gain 
and p is an integer contro l l ing the smoothness of the t rans i t ion f rom the l inear 
region to the l i m i t i n g region. Note tha t , as p grows larger, the A M / A M curve 
approaches the ideal soft l im i te r 
( 
「 ， v r i t ) , 0 S r ⑴ < A犯力 ， \ 
A[r{t)] = (3.21) 
Ao, r{t) > Asat V 
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3.3.3 Input and Output Backoff Ratios 
The nonlinear distort ions of HPA depend strongly on the operating point of the 
amplif ier, which usually identif ied by the "backoff". The input ( IBO) and the 
output backoff (OBO) ratios are defined, respectively, as 
义2 
IBO 全 l O l o g i o y ^ (3.22) 
V I N ) 
/12 
O B O ^ l O l o g i o T ^ - ^ (3.23) 
V o u t ) 
where ( P i n ) is the mean power of the signal at the input of the HPA and ( P q u t ) 
denotes the mean power of the t ransmit ted output signal. The effects of the 
nonlinearit ies can be reduced by working w i t h higher backoff, which corresponds 
to moving the operating point of the amplif ier to the linear region. However, 
this leads to a loss in power efficiency of the HPA. 
3.4 Summary 
In this chapter, we have reviewed the mathematical models of bo th baseband 
and bandpass memoryless nonlinearities. Power series methods have been used 
to model such nonlinear systems. For bandpass memoryless nonlinearities, sys-
tems can be modeled as they exhibit both ampl i tude nonlinearity ( A M / A M 
conversion) and phase nonlinearity ( A M / P M conversion). Moreover, the as-
sumption that the memoryless nonlinear system is bandpass implies that only 
the first-zone output is processed. I t has also been shown that only odd order 
terms can contribute the system output. Following the characteristics of mem-
oryless nonlinearities, Volterra series for modeling nonlinearities w i t h memory 
has been introduced. In short, Volterra series can be viewed as a "Taylor series 
w i t h memory" having similar characteristics as the Taylor series. Finally, two 
common nonlinear HPA models are recalled. 
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W P D M in the Presence of 
Amplifier Nonlinearities 
I n Chapter 2, a scheme for t ransmi t t ing mul t ip le signals using wavelet pack-
ets, the wavelet packet division mul t ip lex ing ( W P D M ) has been introduced. I t 
has been shown tha t the W P D M scheme not only provides a substant ial in-
crease in capacity and robustness to certain adverse channel environments [18], 
34] —[36], but also a simple t ransmit ter and receiver structures. I n addi t ion, 
the transmission system also offers communicat ion security since knowledge of 
the choice of wavelet packets is required for decoding the message signals [18 . 
A l though the W P D M offers these advantages, one major implementat ion con-
cern of the W P D M scheme is that its in format ion is coded in the ampl i tude of 
the waveform. The t ransmi t ted signals do not have a constant envelope and is 
thus highly vulnerable to envelope variations caused by the hardware. This is a 
v i t a l problem because mult i -carr ier communicat ion systems such as satellites or 
portable transmit ters, employ nonlinear high power amplif iers (HPA). I n order 
to main ta in an acceptable ampl i tude distor t ion performance, we may have to 
l im i t the transmission power to avoid operating the amplifiers near their nonl in-
ear saturat ion regions, which leads to a loss in power efficiency of the HPA. In 
this chapter, the performance of the W P D M in the presence of amplif ier nonl in-
earities [33] is analyzed, focusing on the travel ing wave tube amplif ier ( T W T A ) 
model. The method of analysis used, however, is generally applicable. 
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I n Section 4.1, the system model of W P D M in the presence of ampl i f ier 
nonl ineari t ies is f irst introduced. Based on the Vol terra theory of nonl inear sys-
tems, the mathemat ica l models of the nonlinear channels for bo th single-carrier 
and mul t i -carr ier W P D M , are derived in Section 4.2. W i t h the channel mod-
els, performance analysis inc luding the der ivat ion of the power spectral density 
(PSD) is given in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4, an expression for the symbol 
error probabi l i ty in the presence of ampli f ier nonlinearit ies and Gaussian noise 
is derived. Computer simulations are presented in Section 4.5 and conclusion is 
drawn in Section 4.6. 
4.1 System Model 
Symbol W P D M 
Source Transmit ter 
A W G N — — 
Received W P D M 
Detector • 
Symbols Receiver 
Figure 4.1: Equivalent baseband W P D M system model 
The equivalent baseband W P D M system model to be analyzed here is de-
picted in Figure 4.1. We assume that the transmission channel is an addit ive 
whi te Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel w i t h no mu l t i pa th propagation. M-a ry 
quadratue ampl i tude modulat ion ( M - Q A M ) signal constellation is considered 
for the symbol source. Throughout the analysis, travel ing wave tube ampli f ier 
( T W T A ) is adopted for the HPA model. T i m i n g and carrier synchronization is 
assumed to be perfect. Furthermore, the symbol durat ion Tq is normalized to 
one. 
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4.2 Derivation of Channel Models 
4.2.1 Single-carrier W P D M 
Using the baseband complex envelope representat ion, the i npu t Sc{t) and the 
o u t p u t Tcit) of a memoryless nonl inear H P A can be modeled as 
r c ⑷ 二 训 • 肩 (4.1) 
where Sc{t) and r d t ) are the t ransmi t t ed and received composi te signal, respec-
t ively. The funct ions A[-] and $[•] represent the amp l i t ude-amp l i t ude ( A M / A M ) 
and ampl i tude-phase ( A M / P M ) conversions, respectively. 
Consider the complex Taylor series expansion of (4.1) using the funct ions 
and $[•] of the T W T A model defined in Section 3.3.1, t ha t is, 
rM。〜⑷{l + ^ U ^ k c W r + + 0 [ \ s M ' ] } 
V s at s Qii ) 
(4.2) 
Not ice t ha t only odd order terms appear in (4.2) due to the bandpass nature 
of the nonl inear i ty . Ignor ing the f i f t h and higher order terms, the received 
composi te signal r。⑷ for single-carrier W P D M system under the T W T A mode l 
can be expressed as 
r ^ c ⑷ ⑷ [ l + 73|<Sc⑷|2] (4.3) 
where we have denoted the kth complex coefficients of the Taylor series expan-
sion by 7a；, t ha t is, 73 二 
Subs t i tu t ing (2.17) which gives the t ransmi t ted composite signal Sc{t) for 
the single-carrier W P D M into (4.3), we have 
rc{t) = ^ c r o i H ( / ) o i ( ^ — mTo) 
m 
+ 73 X U ] B^LKOI [^ 3' 
mi 7712 爪 3 
• 001 — miTo)(l)oi{t 一 m2To)(poi{t 一 msTo) (4.4) 
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The ou tpu t data sequence of the W P D M correlator receiver is thus given by 
(3"oi[n 
二 j r,{t)(l)oi{t - nTo)dt 
—aoi[m]R(i)[m — n 
m 
+ 一 m i , n — m2，n — msjaoi[mi]aoi[m2]crJi[rus 
mi 7X12 爪 3 
二 o'oiW + 7 3 ^ ^ ^ ] 及 於 [ 肌 1 ， 肌 2 ’ 爪 3 ] ^ ^ 0 1 [ 几 - r n i ] ( j Q i [ n - m2](jli[n - m^ 
mi m2 ms 
(4.5) 
where R(j)[k] is the autocorrelat ion funct ion of 小evaluated on integer mul -
t iples of To, and the equali ty R(p[m — n] = 6[m — n] has been used. I n (4.5), we 
have also defined the four th order autocorrelat ion funct ion to be 
丑 0 [ m i , m 2 , m 3 ] 全 { ⑴ 力 + 肌 力 + 爪2了0)(/)01(力 + 肌3了0)0^力(4.6) 
Using the discrete-time {2N + l ) th -order Vol terra model, the received data 




=aoi [n ] + ^ H2k+i{croi[n]} (4.7) 
k=i 
‘ V " 
interference due to 
HPA nonlinearities 
where 
H2k+i{croi[n]} 二 y ^ ….^ h2k+ilmi, • • • ,m2k+i_ 
mi m2fc+i 
k+1 2/c+l 
. croi[n — nir] ctqi [n — rUs] (4.8) 
r = l .s=k+2 
and 
h2k+i[mi,.. • , m2k+i] =72/0+1 丑0[肌 1’.. •，爪2 k + i . 
/ 2 k + l 
001 (t) n M ( t - h r n , T o ) d t (4.9) 
i=l 
denote the (2k + l ) th-order Volterra operator and kernel, respectively. 
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4.2.2 Multi-carrier W P D M 
For mu l t i - ca r r ie r W P D M , the ou tpu t da ta sequence at the (/, m ) t h t e rm ina l is 
^im[n] = - 2^n]aoi[k] (4.10) 
k 
Using the 3rd-order single-carrier model derived in Section 4.2.1, the received 
da ta sequence at the {I, m ) t h te rm ina l is i (see Append i x A ) 
Imi lm2 Ims ni 712 n^ 
• aimA^^n — — 叱 ] 〜 ; J 2 、 - (4.11) 
where we have defined the fou r th order cross-correlation sequence 
•i:,〜im、i,几n3] ^ Y^ fim[k]fim, [k + + n^Uimslk + ns] (4.12) 
k 
and the coefficients j / ^加爪 '[几 i，几2 , as 
Z E E 丑 《 [ ‘ ‘ 知 ] 細 加 卞 1 — kun2 — k2,n3 — ^3] (4.13) 
ki k2 ks 
Using the discrete-t ime (27V + l ) t h -o rde r Vo l ter ra model , the received da ta 




=crim[n] + H2k+i{cr imln]} (4.14) 
V y 
V 
interference due to 
HPA nonlinearities 
where, i n th is case, 
H2k+i{crim[n]} 二 • • y ^ • . f ...,叱fc+1. 
Zmi lm2k+i 
fc+l 2k+l 
H < n j 2 、 - 2 “ r 7 j (4.15) 
r-l s=k+2 
iFor notation simplicity, Irrii denotes the {li,mi)th terminal with k £ C,m 6 Mi^ 
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and (see A p p e n d i x B ) 
7 1 T^爪1，…乂爪9丸-+ 1「 
• . • , 722/c+IJ =y2k+l’Jirn ‘[几1 ’ ...，几2A:+1. 
p 2/c+l 
=72^ + 1 / 小IrnXt) J ] [ (pim^it -i- n rTo)dt (4.16) 
J r = l 
I n der iv ing (4.16), the {2k + l ) t h -o rde r cross-correlat ion sequence is defined as 
… 加 + i [几 1，. • . ^n2k + l] = + ni] • • • flrn.2, + 1 + 几 2k + l: 
i 
(4.17) 
whi le the coefficients J 丨 … '�" ^？ … j u i , •. •,几2A:+I] are given by 
B^A'^ir • • ,'<^2A:+i]C/'r，々"'".+1 [几 1 - • • • - (4.18) 
M ijk + l 
From (4.1G), the Vol ten 'a kernels are found to be the higher order cross-
corre la t ion coefficients of the wavelet packets. I t should be not iced tha t for 
bo th si i iglo-carr icr and mul t i -car r ier W P D M , the channel models derived are 
ap])lical)l(> to di f lbrei i t HPA models and I B O ratios. Di f ferent system parameters 
only aftect tlu、coiiiplcx Taylor series coofficicnts 7"-. 
4.3 Performance Analysis 
Th(、nonliiKvir (、ff(、(:ts of t h(、HPA on the t ransmit ted W P D M signal are ma in l y 
t l i r warp ing of the r(、（.(、iY(、d signal (.()iist(、llati()ii and tli(、sp(、（：ti.al sj)i(>a(liiig of 
(\\v Wn^DM sip,iial. Figun、4.2 shows a typical i(、（.ri\'(、（l sif^iial const (>lla(,ion of 
W P D M uii(l(M- HPA distort ion. From the f igu i r . tli(、 (effects of rot at ion. att(、iiu-
at ion and sim、a(lin‘u> of th(、si训al constel lat ion can \)v ()1)S(TV(、(1. 
In t his sect ion, wc wi l l first (l('i i\'(> th(、condil ional incaii and vm hu i r r ()f tli(、 
t h i r d ()r(l(、r iiU(、rf(T(、n(.(、Utiii, on t h(、transmit t(、(l constcllat ion point . Bas(、(l ()ii 
th(、(lin"i\'at ions. th(、noiiliiK^ar cf lrcts of th(、IIPA 011 tli(> r(、(.(,ivf、(l signal (.(川-
st(、Uati(m aiv analvzcHl. Sul)s(、(|u(、iit 1\., th(、jxiwcr sp(、(.ti:il density (PSD) of t l ie 
t r a n s m i t 10(1 W P D M s i g n a l af t or a sa t iiratc^cl H P A is a i m l y t i r a l l y f l o r i v r d . F r o n i 
th(、PSD. \v(、can dirmK.t(、ii'/(、the sprc t ia l spi-(vi(liiig of th(、 r ransi i i i r t f f l com-
posito W P D M signal and calc-iilat0 the j)C)\vrr of the n()nlim、ar d is torr ion. For 
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Figure 4.2: Typical received signal constellation of W P D M under HPA distor-
t ion 
simplicity, we shall begin our derivations f rom the single-carrier case and then 
generalize to mult i -carr ier case. Moreover, the analysis carried out can easily 
be extended to include more higher order terms. 
4.3.1 Conditional Mean 
For single-carrier W P D M , the th i rd order interference is the second te rm of the 
RHS. of (4.5). That is, 
N 二 73 X I E X I 丑0[几 一 ni，n — 722, n - n3]croi[ni]o"oi[n2]cr2i[n3] (4.19) 
ni n2 ns 
The expected value of the th i rd order interference, conditioned on the t ransmit-
ted constellation point is thus 
= 7 3 ^ ] ^ f 丑0[几 _ n i ’ n — n2,n - Us 
ni 7X2 几 3 
• 所 croi[ni](Joi[n2;Ki[n3]/(Joi[n]} (4.20) 
For mult i-carrier W P D M , the th i rd order interference at the (/, m ) t h termi-
nal is the second term of the RHS. of (4.11), that is, 
Irrii lm2 Ims ni n-j ris 
• aimA^'n — — - (4.21) 
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which can also be expressed as 
二73 E E Z I： E I： 一 - 2“ni, - 2 � 2 � — 2^3] 
Imi lm2 Ims ni n2 ns 
• (^imi [ni]aim2 K l c r L a [几3] (4.22) 
The mean of the t h i r d order interference at the (/, m ) t h te rm ina l , cond i t ioned 
on the constel lat ion po in t is thus 
- T S E E E E E E 一 [2、— 2 � 2 i n — 2 � — 2^3] 
Imi lm2 Ims ni n2 ns 
• ^ W l m i [ni](Jlm2 [^2]crtm3 [^sj/c^im W } (4.23) 
The me thod adopted for evaluat ing the higher order expectat ions i n the RHS. 
of (4.20) and (4.23) is described in Append ix C. Using (4.6) and (4.16), we can 
compute the means of the t h i r d order interference, condi t ioned on the constel-
l a t i on po in t , for b o t h single-carrier and mul t i -car r ie r W P D M . The fo rmu la t i on 
i n the mul t i -car r ie r case is, i n fact, a generalized f o rm which includes the single-
carrier s i tua t ion as one special case. 
F rom (4.23), i t can be observed tha t the condi t iona l mean of the t h i r d order 
interference depends on the t ransmi t ted constel lat ion po in t . T h a t is, a sig-
na l po in t w i t h larger magni tude w i l l result i n a larger d is tor t ion. Us ing the 
condi t iona l mean evaluated, the mean angle of ro ta t ion of the received signal 
constel lat ion and the ra t io of received mean signal power to the und is to r ted 
1 6 - Q A M signal power can be calculated. F rom these quant i t ies, the effects of 
ro ta t i on and at tenuat ion of signal constel lat ion can be characterized. Figures 
4.3 and 4.4 depict the mean angle of ro ta t ion and the ra t io of signal power 
versus inpu t backoff ra t io ( IBO) for a 4-channel W P D M system, respectively. 
F rom the diagrams, i t can be seen tha t the effects of ro ta t ion and a t tenuat ion of 
received signal constel lat ion decrease for increasing I B O . Moreover, channel 3 
(channel occupying the highest frequency range of the t o ta l bandwid th ) is found 
to be more affected by the nonlinear d is tor t ion. Compar ing the performance 
between Daubechies and Symlets f i l ters, i t is noted f rom Figures 4.5 and 4.6 
t ha t Symlets filter performs sl ight ly better than the Daubechies f i l ter. 
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Figure 4.3: Mean angle of rotat ion of signal constellation versus I B O for 4-
channel W P D M ( T W T A model, 3rd-order approximation, wavelet fi l ters of 
length 14) 38 
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Figure 4.4: Ratio of received mean signal power to 16-QAM signal power for 4-
channel W P D M w i th different IBOs ( T W T A model, 3rd-order approximation, 
wavelet filters of length 14) 
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Figure 4.5: Mean angle of ro ta t ion of signal constel lat ion (average of 4 chan-
nels) versus I B O for 4-channel W P D M ( T W T A model, 3rd-order approxima-
t ion, wavelet filters of length 14) 
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Figure 4.6: Rat io of received mean signal power to 16-QAM signal power (av-
erage of 4 channels) for 4-channel W P D M w i t h different IBOs ( T W T A model, 
3rd-order approximation, wavelet filters of length 14) 
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4.3.2 Conditional Variance 
I n th is section, we w i l l derive the variance of the t h i r d order interference, con-
d i t ioned on the constel lat ion po in t . The spreading effect of the received signal 
conste l la t ion is then analyzed. F i rs t we consider the cond i t iona l second order 
moment of the t h i r d order interference. For single-carrier W P D M , the second 
order moment of the t h i r d order interference, condi t ioned on the conste l la t ion 
po in t is given by 
E{\I^l\n]\yaoi[n]} 
二 ^ . . . ^ R(p[n — rh,n - n2,n — n^]Rcf,[n ns, n - Uq 
ni riQ 
• ^{c^oi [几 2]croi M c t q i M c ^ o i [nsjaoi M / a o i [n] } (4.24) 
wh i ls t for mul t i -car r ie r W P D M , the second order moment of the t h i r d order 
interference at the {I, m ) t h te rmina l , condi t ioned on the constel lat ion po in t , is 
of the f o rm 
= j / r 加2 加 3 [ 2 、 - 2 “ n i ’ 2 、 - 几2，2'n — 
Imi Ime 几 i ne 
. _ 2 � 2 ' n - 2 � 2 ^ 7 1 - 2^'ne] 
•丑 W m i [几 Mcr ims [n3](Jlm4 [几skLe M } (4.25) 
Again , the evaluat ion of the higher order expectations of the RHS. of (4.24) and 
(4.25) can be found in Append ix C. B y using (4.20) and (4.24), the variance of 
the t h i r d order interference, condi t ioned on the constel lat ion po in t for single-
carrier W P D M is 
V a r [ 4 f [ n ] / a o i [ n ] ] 二 [n] |V(Joi [n]} — E{I^'^[n]/aoi[n]}^ (4.26) 
For mul t i -car r ier W P D M , using (4.23) and (4.25), the variance of the t h i r d order 
interference, condi t ioned on the constel lat ion point is 
Var[7t)[n]A7zm[n]] = E { \ l i ' J [ n ] \ y a U n ] } — E { l [ ' 2 [ n ] l cJi^[n]Y (4.27) 
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Figure 4.7: Variance of spreading of signal constellation versus IBO for 2-channel 
W P D M ( T W T A model, 3rd-order approximation, wavelet filters of length 14) 
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Figure 4.8: Variance of spreading of signal constel lat ion (average of 2 chan-
nels) versus I B O for 2-channel W P D M ( T W T A model, 3rd-order approx ima-
t ion , wavelet filters of length 14) 
F rom (4.25), i t can be observed tha t the condi t ional variance of the t h i r d 
order interference is also dependent on the t ransmi t ted constel lat ion po in t . T h a t 
is, signal po in t of larger magni tude results in larger spreading in the received 
constel lat ion. 
Figure 4.7 shows the variance of the received signal constel lat ion, average 
of al l constel lat ion points, for a 2-channel W P D M system w i t h dif ferent IBOs. 
I t is obvious tha t the spreading effect diminishes as I B O increases. For the 
Daubechies filter, the two channels show simi lar performance. Wh i l e for the 
Symlets f i l ter, the variance of spreading is found to be larger for channel 1. 
F rom the comparison between the Daubechies and Symlets f i l ters as shown in 
F igure 4.8, i t is again found tha t , Symlets f i l ter suffers f rom less spreading effect 
when compared w i t h the Daubechies f i l ter. 
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4.3.3 Power Spectral Density (PSD) 
I n th is section, we w i l l derive the power spectral density (PSD) of the t rans-
m i t t e d W P D M signal upon a saturated HPA. I n fo rmu la t i ng the PSD, we have 
assumed tha t the W P D M tree is max ima l l y decimated, t ha t is, a l l te rmina ls 
are of the same level hav ing the same symbol rate, 1 /7 ] . S imi lar to the perfor-
mance analysis in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, the der ivat ion fo rmula ted considers 
on ly the t h i r d order interference. However, i t can be easily extended to inc lude 
more higher order terms. 
F i rs t , consider the t ransmi t ted and received composite W P D M signals given 
by 
Sc{t) = ^im[n](l)im{t 一 nTi) (4.28) 
Im n 
and 
rc{t) - 5 e W [ l + 7 3 | 5 c ( t ) P ] 
==s, { t ) - i -yssc{ t ) \s , { t ) \ \ (4.29) 
isit) 
respectively. F rom (4.29), i t can be observed tha t the received composi te 
W P D M signal r d f ) consists of two components: the t ransmi t ted signal Sc(t) 
and the t h i r d order interference , second te rm on the RHS. of (4.29) wh ich we 
denoted by 23(t). By subs t i tu t ing (4.28) in to (4.29), the t h i r d order interference 
can be w r i t t e n as 
“CO XI XI ^  X]内叫 
I m i l m 2 I m s 几 1 ri2 几 3 
• (T>lmi {T - niTi)(L)im2{T — N2TI)(J)im^{T — TIsT]) (4.30) 
The autocorre lat ion funct ion of r d t ) is thus 
+ = E [ r l { t ) r , { t ^ r)] 
=E[sl{t)s,{t + r ) + sl{t)i3{t + r ) + i;{t)sc{t + r ) + 躺 i 式t + r ) ] 
=(l>ss{t + T•；力）+ + r ; t ) + (ks、t + T ; t ) + (kiit + r ; t) 
(4.31) 
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Not ice t h a t r。⑷ is a cyc lostat ionary process w i t h cyclic per iod T] [6] (see A p -
pendices D to G) . Therefore, i n order to compute the PSD of a cyc losta t ionary 
process, the dependence of (/vr (力 + r ; t) on the t var iable must be e l iminated. 
Th i s can be accomplished s imply by averaging (j)^八t + r ; t ) over a single per iod. 
Thus, 
一 1 / •刃 /2 
/ ( l ) r r ( t + T ] t ) d t 
丄 I J - T i / 2 
+ t ( r ) + 4 ( r ) + M 丁、 (4-32) 
The autocorre la t ion and cross-correlation funct ions ^^^ ( r ) , ^^^( r ) , ^ “ { r 、 a n d 
(l) i i [r) i n (4.32) are evaluated in Appendices D to G. Using (4.32), the PSD 
can then be obta ined by comput ing the Fourier t rans form of the autocor reat ion 
func t ion T h a t is, 
M / ) 二「 I入丁、e-帥dr (4.33) 
J —oo 
To i l lus t ra te the spectral spreading effect of the nonl inear H P A on the t ransmi t 
W P D M signal, Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the power spectra of the t ransmi t -
ted signal for a 4-channel W P D M system w i t h I B O = 8dB and I B O = 14dB, 
respectively. Daubechies and Symlets f i l ters of length 14 are employed i n the 
system. I n the figures, the power spectra of the or ig inal und is tor ted signal are 
also p lo t ted for comparison. The broadening of signal bandwid th , common ly 
called spectral regrowth, can be observed f rom the resul t ing power spectra. Ob-
viously, to min imize the spectral spreading effect, the nonl inear H P A has to be 
operated fur ther f rom the saturat ion region, tha t is, higher I B O . 
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Figure 4.9: Power spectra of the 4-channel W P D M signal and the distorted 
output ( T W T A model, IBO 二 8dB, 3rd-order approximation, wavelet filters of 
length 14) 
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Figure 4.10: Power spectra of the 4-channel W P D M signal and the distorted 
output ( T W T A model, I B O 二 14dB, 3rd-order approximation, wavelet f i l ters 
of length 14) 
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4.4 Probability of Symbol Error 
I n th is section, an expression for the symbol error p robab i l i t y i n the presence of 
Gaussian noise and ampl i f ier nonl ineari t ies is derived, for W P D M w i t h rectan-
gular Q A M signal constel lat ions. We star t off by g iv ing a br ief review on Q A M 
6]. Recal l t h a t Q A M signal waveform can be expressed as 
Smit) 二 + m - 1 , 2 , - - - < T 
二 Amc9{t) COS 27tfct — Amsg{t) sin 27r/ct (4.34) 
where Amc and Ams are the in format ion-bear ing signal ampl i tudes of the quadra-
tu re carriers and g{t) is the signal pulse. The vector representat ion of the wave-
f o r m is 
Sm — i^mc 
= ( 4 . 3 5 ) 
where Eg is the energy of the signal pulse g{t). The Eucl idean distance between 
any pair of signal vectors can be denoted by 
二 S m — ^n 
二 \j^[{Amc - AncY + {Ams ' A^sT] (4.36) 
For rectangular Q A M signal constellations, the signal ampl i tudes Amc and A ^ s 
take the set of discrete values {{2m — 1 — \fM)d, m — 1, 2 , … ， y / M } . I n th is 
case, the Eucl idean distance between adjacent points, tha t is, the m i n i m u m 
distance, is 
( t 二 dV^, (4.37) 
and the average signal energy is given by 
1 Vm 。=€ ‘ V m—l 
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2 x / M ^ V ) 
、 m=l 
= ^ { M - l ) d ^ S g (4.38) 
For rectangular signal constel lat ions in wh ich M = 2〜where k is even, the Q A M 
signal constel lat ion is equivalent to two pulse ampl i tude modu la t i on ( P A M ) 
signals on quadrature carriers, each hav ing \ / M 二 2 明 signal points. Since the 
signals i n the phase-quadrature components can be perfect ly separated at the 
demodu la tor , the p robab i l i t y of symbol for Q A M can be easily determined f r o m 
the p robab i l i t y of error for P A M . 
F i rs t , considering the in-phase component (real par t ) of the Q A M signal, we 
note t ha t i f the mth ampl i tude level is t ransmi t ted , the demodu la tor ou tpu t is 
rmc 二 Smc + nc = ^j^Amc + Tl^ (4.39) 
where the addi t ive noise ric is Gaussian d is t r ibu ted w i t h zero mean and variance 
= Nq/2. O n the basis tha t al l ampl i tude levels are equal ly l ikely a priori, 
the average p robab i l i t y of a symbol error is s imply the p robab i l i t y t ha t the noise 
Tie exceeds i n magni tude one-half of the distance between levels. 
I n the presence of ampl i f ier nonl ineari t ies, the ou tpu t of the (/, m ) t h corre-
la tor when a symbol aim is t ransmi t ted at the (/, m ) t h te rm ina l is aim + hm-
Therefore, the p robab i l i t y of error for the in-phase component under ampl i f ier 
nonl ineari t ies can be expressed as the fo l lowing three cases, depending on the 
real par t of the t ransmi t ted symbol aim-
1 . R e [ 0 7 m ] 二 = [ V M - l ) d 
2. Re[(Jim] = mmm{Amc} = - ( \ / M - l)d 
3. = { ( 2 m - 1 - 面 ) d , m = 2, • • • , ^ - 1} 
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Case 1: 
1 n-dJEg/2 
二 / 、 e ^ i 口 〜 工 
VttNQ J-oo 
r e-—dx 
( d 化 + 风 , 1 、 
~ V ^ y 
: � ( \ / l f e + \/I ‘ ) (4.4。） 
Case 2: 
Plmi^/^U = PQr -Sm> 
二 厂 〜 : r 
VTriVo Jd^£j2 
1 /-oo 
= / e-作 dx 
— J dy^g - 处 , 入 




=P〔r -Sm> + P{r - Sm < 
二 (M'-T)IVO + (M'-T)7VO - \ / S ‘ ) (4.42) 
where is the in-phase component of the interference at the (/, m ) t h te rm ina l 
when the kih constel lat ion point is t ransmi t ted. Sav/No denotes the signal-to-
noise ra t io (SNR) per symbol and Q{x) is defined as 
Q{x) = / e—'2/2成 a; > 0 (4.43) 
V STT J X 
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Simi lar ly , the p robab i l i t y of error for the quadrature-phase component under 
ampl i f ier nonl inear i t ies can be expressed as the fo l lowing three cases, depending 
on the imag inary par t of the t ransmi t t ed symbol aim-
1. lm[aim] 二 mdiXm{Amc} 二 - l)d 
2 . lm[aim] = mmm{Amc} = - ( \ / M - l)d 
3. lm[aim] = { ( 2 m - 1 - VM)d, m 二 2 , . . • , \ / M — 1} 
Case 1: 
Case 2: 
導 。 / J ‘ ） (4.45) 
Case 3: 
二 Q (\/(M-T)7VO + ‘ ) + Q [\l(M^-T)7VO _ 
(4.46) 
where 1^,。 is the quadrature-phase component of the interference at the (/, m ) t h 
te rm ina l when the kth constel lat ion point is t ransmi t ted . Hence, the p robab i l i t y 
of error due to ampl i f ier nonl ineari t ies for the in-phase and quadrature-phase 
components are 
P L , ⑷ = 厂 P i m { s / l L M ^ L ) d l L , (4.47) 
J —OO 
广oo 
PL,qie、= / P U e / l t J 龍 , 真 , q (4.48) 
J —oo 
where denote the probab i l i t y density funct ions (pdf ) of the in-
phase and quadrature-phase components of the interference, respectively, when 
the kth. constel lat ion po in t is t ransmi t ted. 
The pdfs can be approximated by apply ing a h is togram on the ensembles 
of s imulated interference w i t h no Gaussian channel noise added. Thus, the 
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approx imated symbol error p robab i l i t y for the (l,m)th t e rm ina l of W P D M , 
w i t h rectangular M - a r y Q A M signal constel lat ions, can be w r i t t e n as 
M 
Pim[e) = P L , ⑷ ] [ 1 - P L M ) (4-49) 
4.5 Simulation Results 
Compute r s imulat ions had been per formed to evaluate the performance of the 
W P D M system under ampl i f ier nonl ineari t ies. The t ransmission channel was as-
sumed to be a A W G N channel w i t h no m u l t i p a t h propagat ion and T W T A mode l 
was used for the nonlineait ies. Scaling funct ions generated by b o t h Daubechies 
and Symlets f i l ters of length 14 were used. A l l s imula t ion results prov ided were 
obta ined by independent t r ia ls of 40000 symbols. F igure 4.11 plots the proba-
b i l i t ies of symbol error of a 4-channel W P D M system, evaluated b o t h by Mon te 
Car lo s imula t ion and the method described in Section 4.4. I t can be found 
f r om the symbol error rates tha t , the channel occupying the highest frequency 
content performs the worst. Th is can be explained by the performance anal-
ysis in Section 4.3 tha t the received signal constel lat ion of the corresponding 
channel is most ly warped. Moreover, i r reducible error floors of the symbol error 
rates can also be observed. The resul t ing symbol error probabi l i t ies show a 
good agreement between the evaluat ion method out l ined in Section 4.4 and the 
Monte Car lo procedure. 
A convenient way to quant i fy the influence of the nonl inear d is to r t ion is to 
compute the equivalent SNR degradat ion at a specified symbol error rate (SER). 
I n th is study, the SNR degradat ion at the SER of 10-4 was computed for di f -
ferent values of the HPA ou tpu t backoff ra t io (OBO) . The to ta l degradat ion is 
defined as the sum of the SNR degradat ion and the HPA's OBO. The m i n i m u m 
of the t o ta l degradat ion gives the o p t i m u m operat ing po in t , t ha t is, the po in t 
wh ich provides a good tradeoff between ou tpu t power and degradat ion due to 
nonl inear distort ions. Figure 4.12 shows the to ta l degradat ion versus ou tpu t 
backoff ra t io at SER = 10—4 for a 4-channel W P D M system under the T W T A 
model. I n the figure, the dot ted l ine denotes the asymptot ic bound of the t o ta l 
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degradation, corresponding to the case of A W G N channel w i t h no nonl inear 
d istor t ion. From Figure 4.12, i t is possible to infer the op t ima l O B O values, for 
bo th Daubechies and Symlets fi lters, to be around 6.5dB. The corresponding 
I B O is about 12.3dB. Moreover, i t can be seen that the to ta l degradation asymp-
to t ica l ly tends to in f in i ty when O B O approaches 5dB, for bo th Daubechies and 
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length 14) 
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4.6 Summary 
I n conclusion, the channel models for bo th single-carrier and mul t i -carr ier 
W P D M in the presence of amplif ier nonlinearit ies are derived, based on the 
Vol ter ra series. The Vol terra kernels are found to be the higher order cross-
correlat ion coefficients of the wavelet packets. From the performance analy-
sis, the nonlinear effects on the received signal constel lat ion are characterized. 
Th is includes the rotat ion, at tenuat ion and spreading of the signal points. Be-
sides warping of the signal constellation, spectral broadening of the t ransmi t ted 
W P D M signal has also been described f rom the derived power spectral density. 
Moreover, expressions for the probabi l i ty of symbol error under ampli f ier non-
l inearit ies and A W G N channel are derived. Simulat ion results have confirmed 
its agreement w i t h the Monte Carlo procedure. I n addi t ion, a performance 
measure for quant i fy ing the influence of nonlinear distort ion, namely the to ta l 
degradation, has also been introduced. Final ly, i t should be noticed tha t the 
analysis carried out has general appl icabi l i ty, which can be extended to other 
wavelet filters, nonlinear HPA models, higher order nonlinearit ies, higher level 
modulat ions and a larger number of carriers. Furthermore, throughout th is 
chapter, we have normalized the symbol durat ion T。to one, which result ing in 
a data rate of IHz . For the analysis of W P D M scheme w i t h higher data rates, 
the corresponding wavelet packets have to be scaled using the d i la t ion equa-
t ion given in (2.2). In the presence of ampl i tude distor t ion due to nonlinear 
HPA, the performance of the W P D M system is thus direct ly governed by the 
operat ing data rate. 
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Nonlinear Compensation (The 
pth-Order Inverse) 
I n this chapter, compensation of the amplif ier nonlinearit ies is considered [47 . 
I n coping w i t h the problem of compensating the amplif ier nonlinearit ies, the 
most effective nonlinear signal processing technique is the max imum l ikel ihood 
sequence est imat ion (MLSE) , to be performed by the V i te rb i a lgor i thm [42 . 
Unfortunately, this technique requires a processing complexi ty which makes i t 
unsuitable for implementat ion at high data rates. For subopt imum receiver 
schemes, there are nonlinear equalization [48], [49], op t imum linear equalizers 
50] and op t imum linear receiving fi lters [51]. As regard to these receivers, 
either linear or nonlinear, the performance depends on the m i n i m u m Eucl idean 
distance between the signals observed at the output of the noiseless par t of 
the channel. However, i t should be noticed that the signal to be processed by 
the receiver is affected by noise. Hence, any at tempt to compensate for the 
channel d istor t ion by introducing a sort of "inverse distor t ion" w i l l enhance 
the noise. For this reason, i t appears logical to investigate solutions based on 
the compensation of the nonlinearities before noise addit ion. This procedure 
should make the channel looks as similar as possible to a Gaussian channel. 
Two common predistort ion techniques are the pth-order inverse [41], and the 
fixed point approach to be solved by the contraction mapping theorem [52]. I n 
this chapter, data predistort ion based on the concept of pth-order inverse of 
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a nonl inear system developed by Schetzen [41] is considered. Channel models 
der ived i n Chapter 4 are used to formulate the pred is tor t ion. 
I n Section 5.1, the concepts of p red is tor t ion w i t h memory and j?th-order 
inverse are in t roduced. Design of a 5th-order Vo l te r ra inverse is presented. The 
s t ruc ture and the computa t iona l complex i ty of the 5th-order Vo l te r ra inverse 
are discussed i n Sections 5.2 and 5.3, respectively. Computer s imulat ions w i l l 
be presented in Section 5.4 to demonstrate the performance of the 5th-order 
Vo l te r ra inverse w i t h t runcated memory length. F ina l ly , conclusions is given i n 
Section 5.5. 
5.1 Data Predistortion 
Based on the Vo l te r ra series, the pred is tor t ion prob lem can be regarded as t h a t 
of inver t ing a nonl inear system w i t h memory. As discussed by Schetzen [41], 
the exact inverse of nonl inear systems w i t h memory does not always exist, bu t 
existence of a finite-order inverse is guaranteed for a l l systems and types of 
i npu t signals. Given a nonl inear system G described by a Vo l te r ra series, i ts 
p th-order inverse, Fp, is the system which, when cascaded w i t h G, results i n 
a system H for wh ich the Is t -order Vo l ter ra kernel is a un i t impulse, and the 
2nd- th rough the pth-order kernels are al l zero, tha t is, 
oo 
H { x [ n ] } = x[n] + ^^ Hn{x[n]} (5.1) 
n=p+l 
Here, we br ief ly review this theory and give the expl ic i t expression for the 
5th-order inverse for data predistor t ion. Subject to certain regular i ty condi t ions, 
a bandpass nonl inear system can be described by the i npu t -ou tpu t re lat ionship 
y[n] 二 H { : c [n ] } 
oo 




H2k+i{x[n]} = ^ - • • ^ h2k+i[ni, • • • , n2A;+i] f]^ x[n - n^] J]^ x*[n - ris 
ni n2k+i r = l s=k+2 
(5.3) 
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Aga in , on ly odd order terms appear here due to the bandpass nature of the non-
l inear i ty . For s impl ic i ty , we w i l l use the tensor no ta t i on wh ich impl ies t h a t any 
t e r m in wh ich a given index appears twice must be summed over the appropr ia te 
range of th is index. Thus, (5.2) and (5.3) can be w r i t t e n as 
oo oo oo oo 
Vn — ^n-a^a + ^ ^ ^ ^ 
a——oo a=—oo b=—oo c——oo 
oo oo oo oo oo 
+ + . . . 
a=—oo b=—oo c=—oo d二一oo e=—oo 
— ^ n^a^a + c + + . . . (5-4) 
Consider the system shown in Figure 5.1 where a nonl inear system repre-
sented by G w i t h Vo l te r ra kernels g is preceded by a p th-order Vo l te r ra inverse 
w i t h Vo l te r ra kernels f • Denote the nonl inear system resul t ing f r o m the 
cascade of F(p) and Ghy H w i t h Vo l ter ra kernels h. The 1st-, 3rd- and 5th-order 
/z-kernels are then exp l ic i t l y given by 
h⑶=0(1) f⑶ + 7^(3) f⑴ f⑴ f⑴ * f^ fi、 
and 
h⑶ ^M) f⑶ 
n-,a,b,c,d,e Jn-,vJv,a,b,c,d,e 
I . ( 3 ) f⑴ f⑴ f(3h 
‘yn.,v,w,xJ v,aJ w.,bJ x.,c,d,e 
I .(3) f⑴f⑶ f⑴* 
I . ( 3 ) f⑶ f⑴ 
I ”;a,b,cJ w\cJ x;e 
+ 0(5) f ⑴ f ⑴ f ⑴ f ⑴* f ⑴* Y) I !yn-,v,w,x,y,zJ v]a J w,bJ x-,c J y-d J z]e ' J 
I t can be observed tha t (5.5) expresses a relat ionship between the f irst order 
kernels which is no th ing bu t the discrete convolut ion of impulse responses of 
x[n] ^ = H { x [ n ] } 
Figure 5.1: Nonl inear system preceded by Vol ter ra inverse 
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l inear systems. We may also express (5.5), (5.6) and (5.7) in terms of the i r 
Vo l te r ra operators as 
H i = G i F i (5.8) 
= G i F ^ + (5.9) 
and 
H^ = G i F ^ + G3F1F1F3* + G ^ F i F ^ F l + + G5F1 (5.10) 
Consider now 5th-order compensation. Under the assumpt ion t ha t the l inear 
par t of system G, t ha t is, the f irst order p-kernel denoted by is inver t ib le, 
i t is possible to find a system F such tha t i ts cascade w i t h G gives a system 
w i t h no l inear d is tor t ion. Hence 
f ( i )o⑴ 二 0(1) f⑴ 
1, n = a 
= < (5.11) 
0, otherwise 
v 
Th is choice provides the first order compensator. (5.11) expresses no th ing bu t 
the Nyqu is t cr i ter ion for the absence of in tersymbol interference in the overal l 
channel. I n terms of thei r Vo l ter ra operators, i t is equivalent to find the f i rst 
order Vo l ter ra operator Fi of system F such tha t the corresponding Vo l te r ra 
operator Hi of the resul t ing cascade system H equals 1, viz, 
H i = G i F i = 1 
i^i 二 G「i (5.12) 
The t h i r d order compensator is then obtained by choosing F3 so as to have 
i^s == 0, therefore, 
H3 = G iFs + C s F i = 0 
Fs = —Gi^GsFi 
二 -FiGsFi (5.13) 
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where the last step fol lows (5.12). Using the tensor no ta t ion , the t h i r d order 
/ - ke rne l is thus given by 
f ⑶ = _ f ( l ) J 3 ) f⑴ f⑴ f⑴* 化 14) 
J n;a,b,c J n;vyv;w,x,yJ WjaJ x;b J y]C \^…丄 i 乂 
Fol lowing the same approach, the fifth order compensator is thus obta ined by 
choosing F^ such tha t H^ = 0, t ha t is, 
丑5 二 + GsFiFiF； + GsFiFsF* + GsFsF^F* + G^Fi = 0 
Fs = -G^'(GsF^F,F； + GsF,FsF,\+ G3F3F1F* + G^F^) 
= - F i i G s F i F i F ； + GsF^FsF* + G 3 F 郝 ; + C s ^ i ) (5.15) 
The f i f t h order / - ke rne l can thus be expressed as 
f ⑶ 二 _ f ⑴ （ “ ⑶ f ⑴ f ⑴ f ⑶ * 
J n.,a,b,c,d,e J n.,u \ yu-,v,w,xJ v,a J w,hJ x.,c,d,e 
,.(3) f⑴ f⑶ f(l)* 
丁 yu;v,w,xJ v,a J w;b,c,dJ x;e 
I . ( 3 ) f⑶ f⑴ f(ih 
T t/u;v,w,xJ v,a,b,cj w;dJ x;e 
1 ^(5) f� f� f ( 1 ) f ( 1 ) * fWA 1 f.) ‘yu]v,w,x,y,zJv,aJw,b''x]cJy,d J z\e y …丄 vjy 
For our performance analysis in Chapter 4, we have G i = 1, t ha t is, g n l — 
therefore, the corresponding f irst order Vo l ter ra operator and kernel for the 
compensator are 
F i = = 1 (5.17) 
and 
= 〜 ; ” (5-18) 
Subs t i tu t ing F i = 1 in to (5.13) and (5.15), we thus obta in the t h i r d and f i f t h 
order Vo l te r ra operators F3, F5 as 
Fs = - G 3 (5.19) 
F5 二 -(GsF； + 2G3F3 + Cs) (5.20) 
The corresponding t h i r d and f i f th order / -kernels are thus 
fn;a,b,c ~ -gL:a,b,c (5.21) 
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and 
f(5) ffl⑶ f ⑶* I ^(3) f ⑶ I .(3) f(3) , (5) \ 
二 0(3) 7^(3)* +2^7(3) 7^(3) + ^己） 92) 
5.2 Predistorter Structure 
W i t h the Vo l te r ra operators and kernels derived in the last section, here we 
show the s t ructure of the Vo l te r ra inverse. F igure 5.2 gives the block d iagram 
of the 5th-order Vo l te r ra inverse. I t can be observed f r om the d iagram t h a t 
the inverse consists of three paths corresponding to the 1st-, 3rd- and 5th-order 
Vo l te r ra operators. Using (5.20), the 5th-order Vo l ter ra operator F^, of the 
inverse is depicted in Figure 5.3. B y expanding the 5th-order Vo l te r ra operator 
i n F igure 5.2 and using the relat ionship given in (5.19), F igure 5.4 shows the 
block d iagram of the expanded 5th-order Vo l ter ra inverse. 
H 朽 = i | 
X [n] ^ = -G3~\—— ^y [n 
® 
Figure 5.2: F i f t h order analy t ica l Vo l ter ra inverse 
——®—— 
X [n] > ——~-y [n] 
- F ^ 
Figure 5.3: F^ of analyt ical 5th-order Vol ter ra inverse 
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— 
x[n] > H Q — — — — - y N 
——® 
{E^ 
Figure 5.4: Expanded 5th-order analy t ica l Vo l te r ra inverse 
5.3 Complexity 
I n de termin ing the computa t iona l complex i ty of the th-order inverse, we f i rst 
examine the complex i ty of a discrete-t ime + l ) t h -o rde r Vo l te r ra series w i t h 





= H i { x [ n ] } + H^{x[n]} + • • • + i^2iv+i{a: [n]} (5.23) 
where 
H 2 k + i { x [ n \ } 
Mafc+i —1 Msfc+i-l A;+l 2k+l 
二 X I ... X ] h2k+i[mi, • • • ,m2A;+i] - m^] J ^ x*[n - rris 
mi=0 m2fc+i=0 r=l s=k+2 
(5.24) 
For symmetr ic Vol ter ra kernels, the to ta l number of mul t ip l ica t ions required for 
a discrete-t ime + l ) th -o rder Vol terra series w i t h memory length Mk for the 
/cth-order Vol ter ra operator, gives a measure of the computa t iona l complexi ty, 
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denoted C2iv+i 
^ ^ f M2n+1 + n\ /M2n+1 + n - l \ 
C2iv+i = > 1 1 • 2n + 1 (5.25) 
V n + 1 A ^ J 
where ⑵ is the b inomia l coefficient. 
For b o t h Daubechies and Symlets f i l ters w i t h length TV, the memory span 
of the n th-order Vo l ter ra kernel, denoted by Mn , is given by 
( 
1, n 二 1 
Mn 二 (5.26) 
2N — 3, otherwise 
V 
Therefore, the computa t iona l complex i ty of a 5th-order Vo l te r ra inverse w i t h 
wavelet f i l ter length N is 
C 刹 = C i + 5C3 + C5 + 1 
Table 5.1 and Figure 5.5 show the computa t iona l complex i ty of a Sth-order 
Vo l te r ra inverse w i t h different wavelet filter lengths. I t can be seen t ha t the 
complex i ty for a 5th-order Vo l ter ra inverse increases dramat ica l l y w i t h higher 
wavelet filter length. For system operat ing w i t h h igh sampl ing rates, real t ime 
compensat ion using a Vo l ter ra inverse is thus l im i ted to lower order, short mem-
ory cases. Therefore, we may have to t runcate the memory length of the Vo l te r ra 
inverse i n order to reduce the computa t iona l complex i ty for real t ime implemen-
ta t ion . I n the next section, we w i l l compare the performance of the t runca ted 
Vo l te r ra inverse w i t h the analyt ica l inverse model. 
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Table 5.1: Computa t iona l complexi ty of 5th-order Vol terra inverse versus 
wavelet filter length 
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wavelet filter length, N 
Figure 5.5: Computat ional complexity of 5th-order Vol terra inverse versus 
wavelet f i l ter length 
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5.4 Simulation Results 
The performance of the 5th-order Vo l ter ra inverse had been evaluated t h rough 
computer s imulat ions. The pred is tor t ion was based on the Vo l te r ra kernels de-
f ined i n (4.9). Perfect knowledge of the parameter Agat in (4.9) was assumed, 
wh ich is reasonable as the predistor ter was placed in the W P D M t ransm i t t e r 
before the nonl inear HPA. The memory length of the Vo l te r ra inverse had been 
t runca ted to reduce the computa t iona l complexi ty. For s impl ic i ty , p th -o rder 
Vo l te r ra pre-inverse w i t h memory span K w i l l be denoted by Pinv(p,K). The 
effects of inaccurate parameter of the channel model had also been invest igated. 
I n the s imulat ion, a 4-channel W P D M system was considered and 1 6 - Q A M 
signal constel lat ion was adopted in each channel. Da ta pred is tor t ion was per-
formed on the equivalent sequence at the root of the W P D M tree, because 
of s impler imp lementa t ion and l ighter computa t iona l complexi ty. The other 
reason being tha t , for a t runcated Vol ter ra inverse w i t h f ixed t o ta l energy of 
t runca t ion error, only a po r t i on of the to ta l energy is d is t r ibu ted to each node, 
wh ich is a direct result of the energy balance between the root and termina ls of 
the W P D M tree [18； • 
The transmission channel was assumed to be a A W G N channel w i t h no 
m u l t i p a t h propagat ion and t ravel ing wave tube ampl i f ier ( T W T A ) model was 
used for the nonlineait ies. Scaling funct ions generated by bo th Daubechies and 
Symlets filters of length 14 were used and the memory length of the 5th-order 
Vo l te r ra inverse was t runcated to = 1,3 and 5. The symbol du ra t ion Tq is 
normal ized to one. A l l s imulat ion results provided were obta ined by indepen-
dent t r ia ls of 40000 symbols. 
Simulation 1 
I n th is s imulat ion, we a t tempt to demonstrate the performance of the t run -
cated 5th-order Vol ter ra inverse under the ampli f ier nonl ineari t ies of the T W T A 
model. Figures 5.6 to 5.9 p lot the signal constellations of the receiving data se-
quences of the 4-channel W P D M system under noise-free condi t ion, for I B O 
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= 8 d B and I B O = l l d B . The result ing constellations demonstrate the abil-
i ty of the truncated 5th-order Volterra inverse to compensate the at tenuat ion 
and ro ta t ion introduced by the amplifier's A M / A M and A M / P M conversions, 
respectively. Moreover, the inverse is capable of reducing the spread of the 
signal constellations as the memory length increases. Obviously, the inverse 
performs better for higher IBO ratios because of the better approximat ion of 
the truncated Volterra series to the nonlinear system. In addit ion, i t can also be 
observed that , for the same value of IBO, W P D M system using Symlets f i l ter 
gets better results. Figures 5.10 and 5.11 show the result ing probabil i t ies of 
symbol error under A W G N channel, evaluated using the method described in 
Section 4.4. The probabil i t ies were averaged over the 4 channels and the the-
oretical probabi l i ty of error of 16-QAM was also plot ted for comparison. The 
results demonstrate again the capabil i ty of the 5th-order Volterra inverse in 
compensating the distort ion caused by the nonlinear amplif ier. I t is noted that 
the symbol error probabil it ies for Pinv(5,5) are close to the theoretical 16-QAM 
bound under A W G N channel. By comparing the results, we again found that 
W P D M system using Symlets fi lter performs better than the counterpart using 
Daubechies fi l ter, which can be explained as follows. 
First , define the squared sum of the 3rd-order kernel coefficients of wavelet 
f i l ter length N as 
2N-2 2N-2 2N-2 
C、3、二 Y^ |"3[爪1’肌2,肌3]|2 (5.28) 
mi = _(2iV—2) m‘2 = — (2iV—2) m3 = _(2iV_2) 
and the squared sum of the truncated 3rd-order kernel coefficients of memory 
length K as 
( K - l ) / 2 ( K - l ) / 2 {K-1)/2 
C P = |"3[肌1’爪2,爪3]|2 (5.29) 
m i = - ( K - l ) / 2 m2 = -{K-l)/2 m3=-{K-l)/2 
The rat io of the two squared sums, gives a measure of the approximation accu-
racy of the truncated 3rd-order kernel to the original kernel, denoted /JB 
C⑶ 
A = 德 （5.30) 
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where 0 < /^ s < 1. Simi lar ly , we can define a ra t io G [0,1] for the t runca ted 
5th-order kernel, t ha t is, 
= 蕩 (5.31) 
where 
( K - l ) / 2 {K-1)/2 
C i ? 二 . . . E |"5[肌1，...，肌5]|2 (5.32) 
m i = - ( K - l ) / 2 ms 二一 
2N-2 2N-2 
CP = ^ … ^ [肌1，... ’ 肌5]|2 (5.33) 
mi=_(2iV_2) m5=—(2iV_2) 
Table 5.2 and 5.3 show the values of /3s and /^ s for the Daubechies and Symlets 
f i l ters of length 14. I t can be seen f rom the tables tha t , for b o t h t runca ted 3rd-
and 5th-order Vo l te r ra kernels w i t h memory length K = 1,3 and 5, the Symlets 
f i l ter always results in a higher ^^ and /^ s rat ios. The higher approx ima t ion 
accuracy thus accounts for the bet ter performance i l lus t ra ted above. F rom 
(4.16), we found tha t the Vol ter ra kernel coefficients are the higher order cross-
correlat ions of the wavelet packets. Th is suggested tha t i t is possible to design a 
wavelet filter such tha t the energy of the coefficients is packed w i t h i n a specific 
region of the t runcated Vol ter ra kernels, resul t ing in a bet ter pred is tor t ion. 
F ina l ly , Table 5.4 shows the tremendous reduct ion of computa t iona l complex i ty 
of the t runcated 5th-order Vo l ter ra inverses, compared to the or ig ina l one w i t h 
memory span K — (last row). 
Simulation 2 
From (4.9), we not iced tha t the Vol ter ra kernel coefficients depend on the sat-
u ra t ion voltage Asat, of the nonlinear ampli f ier. I n th is s imulat ion, we w i l l 
investigate the effects of inaccurate A^at on the performance of the t runcated 
5th-order Vol ter ra inverse. Figures 5.12 and 5.13 give the resul t ing probabi l i -
ties of symbol error for a 4-channel W P D M system w i t h t runcated 5th-order 
Vo l te r ra inverses P inv (5 , l ) and Pinv(5,3), respectively. I n th is test, I B O 二 8dB. 
I n Figures 5.12 and 5.13, [±10%] denote the cases w i t h inaccurate parameter 
Asat = ^sat 士 O.lAsat. Fro i i i the s imulat ion results, an apparent degradat ion i n 
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SER can be observed for the [+10%] case, especially for the test w i t h Daubechies 
f i l ter and P i n v ( 5 , l ) as shown in F igure 5.12(a). O n the contrary, the [—10% 
case results i n a SER improvement wh ich can again be explained by the bet-
ter approx ima t ion of the t runcated Vo l te r ra series to the nonl inear system. I n 
fact, i t had been proved by s imula t ion tha t fur ther decrease of the inaccurate 
parameter Agat w i l l result i n performance degradat ion s imi lar to the [+10% 
case. 
predistor ter P i n v ( 5 , l ) Pinv(5，3) Pinv(5,5) 
Daubechies 14 0.603 0.900 0.984 
Symlets 14 0.860 0.964 0.999 
Table 5.2: Values of 係 for t runcated 3rd-order Vo l ter ra kernels w i t h Daubechies 
and Symlets filters of length 14 
predistorter P inv (5 , l ) Pinv(5,3) Pinv(5,5) 
Daubechies 14 0.417 0.831 0.971 
Symlets 14 0.793 0.949 0.998 
Table 5.3: Values of /^ s for t runcated 5th-order Vo l ter ra kernels w i t h Daubechies 
and Symlets f i l ters of length 14 
predistorter complex i ty 




Table 5.4: Computa t iona l complexi ty of t runcated 5th-order Vo l ter ra inverses 
w i t h different memory lengths 
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Figure 5.6: Simulated signal constellations of 4-channel W P D M w i t h t runcated 
5th-order Vol terra inverses of different memory lengths ( T W T A model, I B O — 
8dB, Daubechies f i l ter of length 14) 
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Figure 5.7: Simulated signal constellations of 4-channel W P D M w i t h t runcated 
5th-order Vol terra inverses of different memory lengths ( T W T A model, I B O 二 
8dB, Symlets f i l ter of length 14) 
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Figure 5.8: Simulated signal constellations of 4-channel W P D M w i t h t runcated 
5th-order Vol terra inverses of different memory lengths ( T W T A model, I B O 二 
l l d B , Daubechies f i l ter of length 14) 
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Figure 5.9: Simulated signal constellations of 4-channel W P D M w i t h t runcated 
5th-order Vol terra inverses of different memory lengths ( T W T A model, I B O = 
l l d B , Symlets filter of length 14) 
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Figure 5.10: Averaged probabi l i ty of symbol error of 4-channel W P D M w i t h 
truncated 5th-order \ olterra inverses of different memory lengths ( T W T A 
model, I B O 二 8dB, wavelet filters of length 14) 
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Figure 5.11: Averaged probabi l i ty of symbol error of 4-channel W P D M w i t h 
t runcated 5th-order Volterra inverses of different memory lengths ( T W T A 
model, I B O = l l d B , wavelet filters of length 14) 
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Figure 5.12: Averaged probabi l i ty of symbol error of 4-channel W P D M w i t h 
t runcated 5th-order Volterra inverse w i th memory length K = 1 ( T W T A model, 
I B O 二 8dB, wavelet filters of length 14) 
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Figure 5.13: Averaged probabi l i ty of symbol error of 4-channel W P D M w i t h 
t runcated 5th-order Volterra inverse w i t h memory length K = 3 ( T W T A model, 
I B O = 8dB, wavelet fi lters of length 14) 
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5.5 Summary 
Based on the Vol terra series, the t runcated 5th-order Vol terra inverse is pro-
posed for data predistor t ion of 16 -QAM signal constel lat ion of mul t i -carr ier 
W P D M system. I t is shown tha t the computat ional complexi ty of the t run-
cated inverse is greatly reduced when compared to the or ig inal one. Computer 
simulat ions have demonstrated the abi l i ty of the t runcated 5th-order Vol ter ra 
inverse in compensating the attenuat ion, ro ta t ion and spreading of the signal 
constel lat ion caused by the nonlinear amplif ier, for 4-channel W P D M . Exper-
iments on the effects of inaccurate parameter have also shown the robustness 
of the t runcated 5th-order Vol terra inverse. For wavelet filters of length 14， 
i t is found tha t the t runcated inverse performs better in the case of Symlets 
filter, which is shown to be related to the higher approximat ion accuracy of the 
Vol terra kernels. As the Vol terra kernels are the higher order cross-correlation 
coefficients of the wavelet packets, therefore, this provides the possibi l i ty of hav-
ing an op t imum wavelet f i l ter design in which the approximat ion accuracy is 
maximized, leading to a better data predistort ion. 
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Conclusions and Suggestions for 
Future Research 
6.1 Conclusions 
I n this thesis, we have presented an analyt ical framework for the analysis and 
mi t iga t ion of the effects of amplif ier nonlinearit ies in a wavelet-based mu l t i -
carrier communicat ion system, namely the wavelet packet division mul t ip lex ing 
( W P D M ) . The method of analysis used has general appl icabi l i ty, which can be 
extended to systems w i t h different wavelet filters, nonlinear high power ampli f ier 
(HPA) models, higher level modulat ions, higher order nonlinearit ies and a larger 
number of carriers. 
For the performance analysis of the W P D M scheme in the presence of am-
plif ier nonlinearit ies, we have derived the channel models for bo th single-carrier 
and mult i -carr ier W P D M , using Volterra series. The Vol terra kernels are found 
to be the higher order cross-correlation coefficients of the wavelet packets. Based 
on the coefficients derived, the condit ional mean and variance of the t h i r d order 
interference are analyt ical ly evaluated. As a result, warping of the received sig-
nal constellation is characterized. The effects of a nonlinear HPA include atten-
uat ion, ro ta t ion and spreading of the signal constellation, which largely depend 
on the t ransmi t ted signal point. Moreover, for 4-channel W P D M , the received 
signal constellation of the channel occupying the highest frequency content of 
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the to ta l bandwid th is found to be most ly warped. Besides the d is tor t ion in-
t roduced on the received data symbols, spectral broadening on the t ransmi t ted 
W P D M signal is also observed f rom the derived power spectral density (PSD). 
Obviously, in order to minimize the nonlinear distort ion, the ampli f ier has to 
be operated fur ther away f rom its saturat ion point , which however leads to a 
loss in power efficiency. 
On evaluating the performance of the W P D M scheme, expressions for the 
probabi l i ty of symbol error under amplif ier nonlinearit ies and A W G N channel 
are derived. The evaluation is based on the approximated probabi l i ty density 
functions (pdf) of the received data points, obtained f rom simulat ions under 
noise-free condit ion. Computer simulations had confirmed the agreement be-
tween the symbol error rates (SER) calculated to tha t obtained f rom classical 
Monte Carlo simulations. W i t h the proposed SER evaluation method, a per-
formance measure called the to ta l degradation can be easily computed, which 
is a funct ion of the HPA output backoff rat io (OBO). From the result ing to ta l 
degradation, an op t imum operat ing point of the HPA, which provides a good 
tradeoff between output power and degradation due to nonlinear distort ions, 
can be found. Throughout the thesis, we have normalized the symbol dura t ion 
To to one, which result ing in a data rate of IHz. For the analysis of W P D M 
scheme w i t h higher data rates, the corresponding wavelet packets have to be 
scaled using the d i la t ion equation given in (2.2). In the presence of ampl i tude 
d is tor t ion due to nonlinear HPA, the performance of the W P D M system is thus 
direct ly governed by the operating data rate. 
I n the presence of amplif ier nonlinearities, the received signal constel lat ion 
is warped which results in a degradation in the probabi l i ty of symbol error. 
Under severe nonlinear distort ion, irreducible symbol error floor may even oc-
curs. To circumvent the distort ion, due to the nonlinear HPA, a 5th-order 
Vol terra inverse has been proposed for data predistort ion. The computat ional 
complexi ty of the Volterra based compensator is determined, in terms of the 
memory lengths of the corresponding Volterra kernels. I t has been shown that 
the complexity of the proposed inverse increases dramatical ly w i t h wavelet fil-
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ter length. Therefore, to faci l i tate real t ime compensation, the memory span 
of the Vol ter ra inverse has been t runcated to reduce the high computat iona l 
complexity. Computer simulations had shown the appl icabi l i ty of the t runcated 
Sth-order Vol terra inverse in mi t iga t ing the warping effects of the received sig-
nal constellation. For wavelet fi l ters of length 14, i t is found tha t the t runcated 
inverse w i t h Symlets f i l ter performs better, which is shown to be related to the 
higher approx imat ion accuracy of the Vol terra kernels. A guideline is thus pro-
posed for designing wavelet f i l ter which leads to better predistor t ion w i t h the 
t runcated Vol terra inverse. Final ly, in case of inaccurate system parameters, 
experiments had also shown the robustness of the t runcated inverse in data 
predistort ion. 
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6.2 Suggestions for Future Research 
Gaussian approximation for large number of carriers 
For a mul t i -carr ier communicat ion system w i t h large number of carriers, due 
to the central l im i t theorem, the complex baseband signal can be modeled as a 
complex Gaussian process w i t h Rayleigh envelope d is t r ibu t ion [53]. W i t h th is 
approximat ion, general results for nonlinear distort ions of Gaussian signals can 
be applied for the analyt ical t reatment of the nonlinear system. 
2. Design of wavelet filter for better predistortion 
From the performance analysis of the t runcated 5th-order Vol terra inverse in 
Chapter 5, i t is observed tha t inverse w i t h higher approximat ion accuracy of 
the Vol terra kernels results in better performance. From (4.16), the Vol ter ra 
kernel coefficients are found to be related to the higher order cross-correlations 
of the wavelet packets. This suggested tha t i t is possible to design a wavelet 
f i l ter such tha t the energy of the coefficients is packed w i t h i n a specific region 
of the t runcated Vol terra kernels, which leads to better predistort ion. 
3. Different WPDM tree structures 
I n our analysis, we have assumed that the W P D M tree is max imal ly decimated, 
tha t is, al l terminals are of the same level w i t h same symbol rate. I n fact, the 
W P D M tree can be constructed in any desired fashion for flexible isolat ion of 
certain channel impairments [15]. I t is thus interesting to investigate the effects 
of amplif ier nonlinearities on mul t i ra te W P D M system. 
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Appendix A 
Derivation of (4.14) 
I n th is appendix, we a t tempt to derive the 3rd-order mul t i -car r ie r W P D M chan-
nel mode l i n the presence of ampl i f ier nonl ineari t ies. F i rs t , consider the received 
da ta sequence for the single-carrier W P D M in (4.5), t ha t is, 
^01 [n] = CTQI [n 
+ 73 ^ ^ ^ rnajaoi[n - mi]aoi[n - m2]a^i[n — m^ 
mi m2 ms 
(A.l) 
Using (2.2), the received data sequence at the (J, m ) t h te rm ina l can be expressed 
as 
二 ^ f i m [ k — 2^n]aoi[k 
k 
= ^ f i m [ k - 2^n]aoi[k 
k 
+ — — il](Toi[k — — is. 
k ii 12 is 
(A.2) 
Subs t i tu t ing 





k Im lm\ Ims ii 13 � 1 � 3 
• fim[k — 2^n]fim[k - i i - 2^'ni]fim[k - 12 —於ri2\fim[k -13-巾rv^. 
• CT/mi [ni](7lm2 N l c ^ L s N ] (A.4) 
Def in ing the fou r th order cross-correlation sequences 
C ; r " " 2，—[n i ’ n 2 , ns ]全 ^ f i m W i m r [k + n i J / . ^ j A : + n^Ums lk + 几3] (A.5) 
k 
and the coefficients j二爪 . "爪 3 [ n i , 122,713] as 
- k … - k … _ k,] (A.6) 
ki /C2 ks 
The received data sequence at the (/, m ) t h te rmina l can be w r i t t e n as 
= crirn[n 
+ 7 3 XI .. iz .. •. X]尺 0[爪 1’ 爪2’ m: 
Irri lrn\ irns ii is 
• c=“rn.加饮几 一 - - t、— 7:1，2'n - 2 “n3 — ^ 3] 
• CT/mi [ni]Girn2 N l o ^ L s [几3. 
二 (yim[n 
+ 7 : ; E E E E E 5 : ' C ’ 一 > i ， ¥ 3 ] 
hn\ Irno Im、 7i\ no ns 
• cJirn,[2'n - - - (A.7) 
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Derivation of (4.16) 
The der ivat ion of (4.16) is shown as follows. Using (4.9) and (4.13), 
•l、C=i,...加[几 1 — Z l ， … ， 几 2k+l — 22 糾 ] 
n i2A;+i 
2 /0+1 f 2 / c + l 
= ^ f i m [ m ] J ] ^ f i m r [ m + nr — v ] / ⑷ f j 001 + isTo)dt 
m ii i2k+i 口 1 5 = 1 
2 / c + l 
= / i m H n fl饥r [ m ^ T l r - i r . 
m h i‘2fc+i r=l 
f 2 / c + l 
• / 001 - mTo) (t>oi{t — mTo + isTo)dt 
J 5 = 1 
2 / c + l c 2A;+1 
= f l m [ m ] J J flmr [ v ] / ( h A t — mTo) (l)Q 认t — irTo + f l r T o l d t 
m i i i 2 k + i 广 1 厂 1 
(B.l) 
Subst i tu t ing (2.14) in ( B . l ) gives 
. 2k+l 
J^r’."，'""+i[ni,...，”2fc+l] - / ^ lm{t) n ^ lmr { t - ^ r i rTo)d t (B.2) 
j r = l 
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Appendix C 
Evaluation of higher order 
expectations 
For bandpass nonl ineari t ies, i t has been shown tha t the ou tpu t consists on ly 
odd higher order terms. Therefore, evaluat ion of odd higher order expectat ions 
w i l l be involved i n f ind ing the expected value of the nonl inear ou tpu t . O n 
the other hand, calculat ing the variance requires evaluat ing even higher order 
expectat ions. I n th is section, we w i l l discuss method for evaluat ing b o t h odd 
and even higher order expectations. 
F i rs t , consider odd higher order expectations w i t h order 2N + 1, t ha t is, 
E{aimA^l] . • • ^IruN+i [nN+l](^lmN+2 [^N+2] . • • C ^ ^ ^ i v + i [ ^ S i V + l ] } ( C . l ) 
For Q A M signal constellations, or other modulat ions w i t h 7 t / 2 symmetry , 
higher-order expectations w i t h odd order vanish. However, condi t iona l expec-
tat ions do exist w i t h the fo rm 
E{aimA'^l] . • • CriniN+i [^iV+llc^Liv+2 [^N+2] . ••^!m.2N+i [^2iV+l]MmN} (C.2) 
From the fact tha t al l odd higher-order expectations equal zero. T h a t is, 
E{aim, [ni]. • • [nN+iKmN+2 [ ^ ^ + 2 ] . • •^*m2iv+i [^2iv+i ] } 二 0 V A^ > 0 
(C.3) 
I t can be not iced tha t the expectations have non-zero values only when the 
number of symbols, equal to the given constel lat ion po in t , is odd and the re-
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m a i n i n g symbols f r om any node w i t h any t ime index appear i n conjugate pairs. 
For example, 
E{aii[n + 2]ai2[n — l]aii[n]al2[n — l ] c rn [n + 2 ] / a i i [ n ] } V n (C.4) 
Sat is fy ing th is condi t ion, the odd higher order cond i t iona l expectat ions can 
be evaluated by first, count ing the number of symbols hav ing the same node 
number and t ime index as the given symbol and then, count ing the number of 
N conjugate pairs for al l posi t ive N, for the remain ing symbols. Eva lua t ion of 
the f i f t h order cond i t iona l expectat ion w i l l be given as an example as fol lows. 
1. Denote the number of symbols having the same level and t ime index as 
the given symbol by S. 
2. For the remain ing symbols, denote the number of N conjugate pairs by 
X2N. 
3. Check i f the t o ta l S + ^^ 2N • X2N equals the order of the cond i t iona l 
expectat ion. I f not , set the expectat ion to zero. 
W i t h the values S and X2N found, the fifth order condi t iona l expectat ion 
can then be evaluated as follows. 
E{(7lrm [ni]crim2 [几2]crzm3 [ 几 爪 4 [几4]^^广爪5 [ 几 ] } 
C^ /mNk /mMI^ , 二 5 
(^im[n]\crim[n]\'^E[\aim\'^], = 3’ X2 二 1 
二 
aim[n]E[\aim\'^], 二 1,义4 二 1 
aim[n]E[\aim\ '^f , 5 = 1 , ^ 2 = 2 
\ 
(C.5) 
For example, the condi t ional expectat ion in (C.4) corresponds to the case w i t h 
1 , X 2 二 2 . 
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For even higher order expectat ions w i t h order 27V, t ha t is, 
^WlmMl] • . . 「 L 」 几 i V ] 内 • - • ( C . 6 ) 
I n the even order case, the evaluat ion procedure is s imi lar to t ha t of odd order. 
We note t ha t the expectat ions have non-zero values only when al l symbols f r o m 
any level w i t h any t ime index appear in conjugate pairs. For example, 
E { a l ^ [ n + 2 ]c r i2 [ ^ - l ] c j l i [ n ] a i i [ n + 2 ]c r i2 [n - l ] ( 7 i i [ n ] } V n ( C . 7 ) 
Sat is fy ing th is condi t ion, we can calculate the even higher order expectat ions 
by count ing the number of N conjugate pairs for a l l posi t ive N. Eva lua t ion of 
the s ix th order expectat ion w i l l be given as an example as follows. 
1. Denote the number of N conjugate pairs by X2n-
2. Check i f the t o ta l J2n 抓.equals the order of the condi t iona l expec-
ta t ion . I f not , set the expectat ion to zero. 
A f t e r f ind ing the values X j n , the s ix th order expectat ion can then be evaluated 
as follows. 
^Imi [叱]…m3 [购] [ M j c ^ Z m s [ 他 ] [ 〜 ] } 
丑[|c>"zm|6], Xe = 1 
二 < E[\aimnE[\aim\% X, = 1,X2 = 1 
丑[l*^ Zm|2]3， X 2 二 3 、 
(C.8) 
For example, the expectat ion in (C.7) corresponds to the case w i t h X2 = 3. 
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For even higher order condit ional expectations w i t h order 27V, again, the ex-
pectations w i l l have non-zero values only when al l symbols f rom any level w i t h 
any t ime index appear in conjugate pairs. For example, 
+ 2 ] a y n — l]a5"i[n](7ii[n + 2]cri2[n — l ] c r i i [ n ] / a i i [ n ] } V n (C.9) 
Satisfying this condit ion, the even higher order condi t ional expectations can 
be evaluated by first, counting the number of symbols having the same node 
number and t ime index as the given symbol and then, count ing the number of 
N conjugate pairs for al l positive N, for the remaining symbols. Evaluat ion of 
the sixth-order expectat ion w i l l be given as an example as follows. 
1. Denote the number of symbols having the same level and t ime index as 
the given symbol by S. 
2. For the remaining symbols, denote the number of N conjugate pairs by 
X2N. 
3. Check i f the to ta l S + ^^ 2N • X2N equals the order of the condi t ional 
expectation. I f not, set the expectation to zero. 
A f te r f inding the values S and X2N, the sixth order condit ional expectat ion can 
then be evaluated as follows. 
l^^Mms Mc^lm^ K J c ^ / m e 
f 
Ic^Zm问 |6, 二 6 
= 4 ,X2 二 1 
laiminW^Ellaiml^], = 2, JQ 二 1 
=< S = 2^X2 = 2 
丑[|<7Zm|6]， X e = 1 
^ X2 = S 
(C.IO) 
For example, (C.9) corresponds to the case w i th S = 2, X2 = 2. 
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Appendix C 
Derivation of in (4.32) 
I n th is appendix, we a t t emp t to derive the corre lat ion funct ions given i n (4.32). 
F i rs t , the autocorre la t ion of s。⑷，given by (4.28), is 
二 XI XI XI EWlmi [叱]}办mi {t 一 fliTj^cj)一 (力 + T — TIqTI) ( D . l ) 
Imi lm2 几 1 几2 
We assume tha t the sequence of i n fo rmat ion symbols {a im} is wide-sense sta-
t i onary w i t h mean 爪 and cross-correlation func t ion 
於 ， ’ = + n]} (D.2) 
Hence ( D . l ) can be expressed as 
= 於，—[几 2 — {t — 阮 ( t + r - n^Tj) 
Imi lm2 几 1 n2 
= 於，，'刚 M Y ^ ^im, (t — { t - ^ r - n i T “ — n^Ti) (D.3) 
Imi lm2 n2 n i 
The last summat ion in (D.3), namely, 
y ^ (pimi {t - niTi)(l)im2 { t ^ r - niTi — ngTl) 
is per iodic in the t variable w i t h per iod T i . Consequently, 4>ss、t + 了；力）is also 
per iodic in the t variable w i t h per iod 7]. Tha t is, 
(l^ssit + T； + T ;力 + T O = (pssit + r ; t ) ( D . 4 ) 
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In addition, the mean value of Sc(力)，which is 
E[sM = 小 — 几 Ti) (D.5) 
Im n 
is per iod ic w i t h per iod T]. Therefore, Sc{t) is a stochastic process hav ing a 
per iod ic mean and autocorre la t ion funct ion, wh ich is called a cyc lostat ionary 
process i n the wide-sense. 
I n order to compute the autocorre la t ion of a cyc lostat ionary process, the 
dependence of ( ^万万 (力 + r ; t ) on the t variable must be e l iminated. Th i s can be 
accomplished s imply by averaging ^ssij^ + r ; t) over a single per iod. Thus, 
1 厂 力 / 2 
=7^ ( f ) s s { t ^ r ; t ) d t 
丄 I J - T i / 2 
1 rTi/2 
= 總 一 [ 叱 ] E / ‘ ( 力 - 几 碰 ( 力 + T - niTi — n2Ti) 
I Imi lm2 n2 ni '】-丁“】 
-1 fTi/2-niTi 
= / 如饥人t)ckm‘人t + T — ( D . 6 ) 
I Imi 1讯2 n2 ni ^ - T i / 2 - n i T i 
We interpret the integral in (D.6) as the t ime cross-correlation func t ion of (j)im{t) 
and define i t as 
加2 ( t ) 4 「 ( D . 7 ) 
,J —CO 
Consequently, (D.6) can be expressed as 
M r ) = (D.8) 
Imi lm2 几 2 
Consider the case for Q A M or other signal constel lations having 7r/2 symme-
t ry , the in fo rmat ion symbols {a im} are complex-valued w i t h zero mean. Assum-
ing the symbols in the sequence are mutua l l y uncorrelated, the cross-correlation 
func t ion can be expressed as 
( 
, , a ? n 二 0 ， I r r i i — I m ) 




where a? denotes the variance of an in fo rmat ion symbol. W h e n (D.9) is used 
to subst i tu te for 於^丄加 ' [n] i n (D.8), we ob ta in 




Derivation of in (4.32) 
The der ivat ion of 小 J j ) i n (4.32) fol lows a s imi lar approach as in A p p e n d i x 
D . The cross-correlat ion func t ion between Sc{t) and h⑴，g i ven by (4.28) and 
(4.30) respectively, is 
(t)si{t^T]t) 
二 ⑴ 力 + T ) } 
= ^ { ^ / m i [niVlm^ [几 3]^ 广^爪4 [几 4]} 
Imi lm4 ni 714 
4 
• Ckmi (t — m T i ) ] ] [ (t + T - UrTi) (E. 1) 
r = 2 
B y def in ing the fou r th order cross-correlation func t ion 
於 7^^ (ii，)"，Zm4[几2，n3’n4] 二 丑 { o ； 爪 + n 2 ] a z m 3 [ 几 1 + 几 [ 几 1 + 几4]} 
(E.2) 
( E . l ) can be expressed as 
(t)si{t-\-r]t) 
二 7 3 $ ： … 螺 i i r " > 2 ’ n 3 ’ n 4 ] 
Imi lm4 n2 几 4 
4 
• (hmi {t — n{Ti) ] ] [ (krur (t + T - rirTi - mT；) (E.3) 
r = 2 
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Averaging (f)ii{t + r; t) over a single period, 
1 严 / 2 
丄 I J -Til2 
= g l > . E I > . I > ^ r 、 2 , n 3 , n 4 ] 
Imi lm4 n2 几 4 
nTi/2-niTi 4 
. y ] / (hmi � n 4>lmr {t + r - UrTi) 
ni J-Ti/2-mTi 口 2 
7.3 V ^ v ^ v ^ v ^ J r n i , - _ _ 
Imi lm4 ni n s 
• 如{r - n . T u r - n ^ T ^ T - n ,T i ) (E.4) 
where we have defined the fou r th order t ime cross-correlation func t ion of 4>im{t、 
3 
《7，...加4(ri,r2, r a ) 全 厂 0 一 f [ {t + rr)dt (E.5) 
’ 厂 oo 口 1 
and me thod for evaluat ing the higher order expectat ions 々【^：《、‘、i爪八[w2,几3,几4] i n 
(E.4) is described in Append ix C. 
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Appendix C 
Derivation of ^^^(r) in (4.32) 
Fol lowing a s imi lar approach as in Append i x E. We a t t emp t to derive the 
cross-correlat ion func t ion between “ ⑴ and Sc(t), given by (4.30) and (4.28) 
respectively. The cross-correlation func t ion (j)is(t + r ; t) is 
二卿树+ 7")} 
二 73* . • I ] • . . [niKm2 [^2](Tlms K ] } 
Imi IrriA ni 714 
3 
. n 如rnrit — nrTi)(km人 t + 7" — T l J ] ) ( F . l ) 
r = l 
B y def in ing the fou r th order cross-correlation func t ion 
品、•‘加4 [几2, ns, n4] = [n i ja f^^ [rii + ns ja^^g [rii + nsjaim, [ui + n^]} 
(F.2) 
( F . l ) can be expressed as 
=73* I ： • • • I ： I ： … E 4?(12’)...’">2, n3，n4] 
Inii lm4 71-2 714 
3 
.0/mi {t — niTi)Y[(l>imr {t - nrTi — niTi)(l)im4{t ^ T - n j ] - niTi) (F.3) 
r=2 
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Averaging (f)ii{t + r; t) over a single period, 
1 产 
丄 I J - T i / 2 
Imi IrriA 几 2 
nTi/2-niTi 3 
. Y ] / ⑷ ( k m r { t — n r T i ) ( l ) i m ^ ( t + 7• — 7 2 4 T / ) 
ni J-Ti/2-mTi r 二2 
7 3 V ^ Y ^ V ^ Y ^ , Z m i , - , / m 4 r 1 
= 么-形） [1，2，几 
Imi IrriA 几 i 
• c ^ i p ， … - n ^ T i . r - n,T{) (F.4) 
where the f ou r th order t ime cross-correlation func t ion ' … 饥卞 i , 丁2, 丁^) is 
defined i n (E.5) and method for evaluat ing the higher order expectat ions 
0《互-(V)，《爪4[n2，n3,n4] in (F.4) is described in Append ix C. 
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Appendix C 
Derivation of 小仏(r) in (4.32) 
The autocorre la t ion func t ion of Z3(t), given by (4.30), is derived i n th is appendix 
fo l lowing a s imi lar approach as in Append ix F. The autocorre la t ion func t ion of 
i s i t ) is 
二 73|2 E . . • E E . . . ^  ^ { c ^ L i [几 1]…*m2 Mcr ims [几3](7/爪4 Kl^^img K l ^ ^ L g [几6]} 
Imi Ime ni ne 
3 6 
.Yi 如rni (t — rirTi) 如爪^ {t ^ T - ( G . l ) 
r=l s = 4 
B y def ining the s ix th order cross-correlation func t ion 
A — ， … 加 6 [ ] 
(Pss [^2, . •.,几6. 
= 丑 [ 几 [ 几 1 + ^2]crims [ni + ns]crim4 [rii + n4]aim, [rii + n s j a / ^ g [n： + ne]} 
(G.2) 
( G . l ) can be expressed as 
( fcO + T;幻 
Imi Ime n2 uq 
3 6 
.(f^lm, it - niTi) J l (j)imr {t - UrTi 一 n{Ti) f l (t)ims {t + T - Tl/I] 一 几{1]) 
r = 2 s = 4 
(G.3) 
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Averaging (f)ii{t + r; t) over a single period, 
1厂刀 / 2 
=不 (t)u{t + r;t)dt 
丄 I J-T1I2 
二 駄 … ！ ： ! ： … ^ 澄 ， . . . ’ 、 , . . . , n 6 ] 
Imi IrriQ n2 tiq 
nTi/2-niTi 3 6 
. / 办mi ⑷ n 如讯r (力—nrTl ) \ I 4>lms 0 + ^ — ^^T;) 
m ~Ti/2-niTi r=2 
二 寧 Z … : E E … E 鑑 1 ’ . . . ， 、 ， … , 他 ] 
lm\ IruQ n2 uq 
.小二 …加6 ( - n i T “ - n ^ T i , r — m J ] , r — n ,T i , r — n ,T i ) (G.4) 
where we have defined the s ix th order t ime cross-correlation func t ion of 於 / 爪 ( 力 ) 
5 
小 如{Th … 、 「 小 + ( G . 5 ) 
•7-00 口 1 
and me thod for evaluat ing the higher order expectat ions cp''-^''"[722,. •. , tiq 
i n (G.4) is described i n Append ix C. 
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